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Preface
On July of 1991, the New York State Education Department (NYSED)
created a new partnership project in which the schools, community organizations
and the business sector would work together in a commitment to improve the
condition of public education. The project was called “A New Compact for
Learning.” For this occasion, many partnerships were created as a result of the
NYSED’s request. Nevertheless, the New Compact for Learning and other similar
projects around the nation were only a preamble to the national framework for
educational reform.
In May, 1994, Congress passed the Goals 2000: Educate America Act, commonly
referred to as “Goals 2000.” This legislation intends to help states and local school
districts to attain the National Educational Goals. The arts are included in the
Educate America Act among the disciplines in which the students have to
demonstrate competency by the year 2000. The Music Educators National
Conference responded to this legislation and as a result they created, in
collaboration with other arts organizations, the National Standards for Arts
Education. Essentially, the Standards define what students should know and be
able to do by the time they have completed secondary school: “ they should be able
to communicate at a basic level in the four arts disciplines; they should be able to
communicate proficiently in at least one art form; they should be able to develop
and present basic analyses of works of art; they should have an informal
acquaintance with exemplary works of art from a variety of cultures and historical
periods; they should be able to relate various types of arts knowledge and skills
within and across the arts disciplines” (Blakeslee, 1994, cover page).
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These five areas described in the National Standards for Arts Education were
adapted by the New York State Education Department into four standards for the
arts: one dealing with creation, performance and participation; one with knowledge
and use of arts and arts resources; one with critical perception; and one with
understanding the cultural importance of the arts. These standards were published
in 1996 by the State Education Department as the New York Learning Standards
for the Arts.
As a result of the implementation of these standards by the school system,
many instrumental music teachers found themselves in a very difficult position:
they were required to teach with a multicultural focus without the knowledge or the
available materials in order to provide a successful lesson. Therefore, as a
response to many educational forums and the National and Local Standards for
Arts Education, this curriculum project presents a sequential and systematic
program of instruction with a multicultural focus for instrumental music teachers.
The curriculum materials include the following topics of instruction: performance
(reflecting a multicultural repertoire); theory (with emphasis in reading notation,
improvisation and composition); history (emphasizing cross - cultural application
and aesthetic values); and knowledge of the music business and its resources.
The History of Multicultural Music Instruction
Multicultural Music, a term related to pluralistic societies, which sometimes
translates to Global Music when it relates to international concerns, is a cultural
and educational concept that can be traced back to the late 1940’s. At this point in
time an unifying concept for global understanding was promoted as an attempt to
avoid consequences similar to the ones caused by World War II. From this
cultural-educational movement the International Music Council and the
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International Society for Music Education were created. The basic mission of these
organizations was to foster better mutual understanding among peoples through
music, and to support and preserve the great musical traditions of all cultures. The
creation of these organizations was a great accomplishment. Nevertheless, music
educators were still focused on Western Art Music as the only basis for teaching.
In the United States, the Civil Rights Movement of the mid-1950’s and the Civil
Rights Act of 1964 gave a tremendous positive step for multicultural awareness.
These sociopolitical movements influenced the symposium’s topics at Yale
University in 1963 and at Tanglewood in 1967. In both of these conferences, the
teaching and the curriculum inclusion of music of all periods, styles, forms, and
cultures was extensively promoted. Moreover, with the enactment of Public Law
92-318, Title IX in 1972 which promoted Multicultural Education in the schools,
music educators were more interested in including multicultural topics in their
curriculums. As a result of this advocacy movement, teachers were trained in
multicultural education, professional articles were published, instructional
programs were developed, and materials were created. The areas of music
education that received most of the benefits from this multicultural concept were
vocal and general music instruction.
Unfortunately, materials and teacher training programs were not equally
developed in instrumental music as in the other two areas of music education.
Nevertheless, the acceptance of multicultural music education in the
aforementioned areas of music instruction was so overwhelming during the 1980’s,
that it was considered as one of the central topics of the educational reform of the
1990’s, which included the creation of the National Standards in Music Education.
This educational reform, which not only includes the national but also the local or
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regional standards of education, continues the support of multicultural education in
all areas of music instruction, including instrumental music. This curriculum not
only presents the opportunity to fulfill the National and Local Standards for Music
Education but also the opportunity to equip urban educators with the proper
knowledge in order to teach our multicultural communities.
Multiculturism in Music Instruction
There are several rationales for teaching Multicultural Education in music
instruction. Nevertheless, there are three major rationales that supports this
teaching concept: social, musical and global.
The Global Rationale. The “global village” concept presents the view that
each culture is part of the larger human community with similar basic needs and
aspirations. This global idea is a cultural and educational concept that can be
traced back to the late 1940’s. At this time, an unifying attempt for global
understanding was promoted as an effort to avoid consequences similar to the ones
caused by World War II. From this cultural-educational movement the following
organizations were created: the United Nations Educational, Scientific, and
Cultural Organization (UNESCO), the International Music Council and the
International Society for Music Education. The basic mission of these
organizations was to foster better mutual understanding among peoples through
music, and other cultural aspects. Music can be used to enhance political
understanding and international relations. The application of critical thinking in the
study of various types of music can help students to understand different cultural
perspectives related to this acoustic phenomenon. Furthermore, the study of music
education with a global perspective can prepare different type of people to be
sensible and knowledgeable with the music and customs of other cultures; an
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aspect that will inspire respect and confidence for international exchange of
information, materials, and activities among several people throughout the world.
This intercultural exchange can eventually lead to commerce improvement,
cultural respect and international understanding.
The Musical Rationale. It is obvious that the more we learn the more
knowledgeable we become. If we study the music from other countries we can
reinforce the knowledge of musical elements; refine aural skills, critical thinking,
and psychomotor development. In addition to developing more sensitive
perceptions of familiar and unfamiliar musics, the study of different types of
music can help to support and preserve the great musical traditions of all cultures.
Moreover, researchers have found that ethnic minority children show
improvements in their achievement levels, memory, and problem solving abilities
when the context of the learning environment is consistent with their background.
Children’s cultural as well as their linguistic backgrounds should be considered in
the design of an effective educational program.
The Social Rationale. American society is changing constantly. Already
two American in four is nonwhite. The United States is a community of diverse
cultures which comprises immigrants from all over the world (voluntary and
involuntary, as in the case of African slaves) as well as Native Americans and their
descendants. Multicultural music education facilitates cross-cultural awareness,
understanding, and respect among all ethnic groups. Multicultural instruction is an
educational concept that addresses cultural diversity and equality in schools.
However, many educators believe that the issue is no longer whether there will be
multicultural education but what curricular emphasis that multiculturism will have.
In other words, to develop a more coherent and effective cultural policy in
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education that is relevant to all students, the relationship between culture and
context in the curriculum needs to be recognized more fully.
The social and global rationales for multicultural education in music
instruction provides valid support for the need of this pluralistic concept in the
classrooms. Nevertheless, these instructional materials are structured with a
focus on the music rational. A perspective that promotes musicianship improvement
by studying a variety of musical aspects that are prominent in different types of
music. Students may be able to enhance their performance and understanding of
metric changes in Stravinsky’s “Rite of Spring” by studying African polyrythmic
patterns, or be able to visualize the music composition process by studying
improvisation in Jazz or Latin music. Also, educators can enhance intonation and
ear training by introducing basic principles of microtonal music or use Gamelan
ostinatos to understand canons or fugal principles. The options are endless, it is a
fact that the instruction of music can be enhanced with the study of different types
of musical genres. Nevertheless, these materials are not intended to promote
mastery or virtuosity in any musical style, but to expose the students to different
musics as an alternative to a complete comprehensive music program.
Multicultural Education in Instrumental Music Instruction
The need to develop materials in the field of multicultural education for
instrumental music instruction is clear and evident. Ethnomusicologists and music
educators affirmed the great paucity of multicultural material for instrumental
music instruction. The current multicultural material for music instruction is
basically geared towards general and vocal music education. Moreover, the
multicultural material available in instrumental music instruction is designed for
Orff instruments or concert bands. Furthermore, according to lists and catalogues
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of published music for orchestra there are several regions of the world that are not
represented in the instrumental school music repertoire.
This situation leaves the music educator with the option of playing the current
available material, or adapting ethnic material to their particular needs. The first
option does not present a complete repertoire for our diverse student population, and
the second, presents the possibility of creating poorly arranged works or arrangements
that do not properly represent the intended musical genre.
According to the major publishers catalogues the availability of multicultural
material for symphonic or full orchestra programs is relatively small or in certain cases
non-existent. The irony of this situation is that the number of students in symphonic
programs at the elementary level in New York State have increased constantly for the
past 22 years. Therefore, if the number of students in symphonic programs is
increasing every year and the availability of multicultural material is growing, the more
obvious expectation is to create multicultural materials for these constituents.
Aesthetic Values in Multicultural Music Education
Music educators, musicologists, researchers and philosophers constantly
argue about the functional treatment that world music has in several cultures which
frequently obscures its aesthetic aspects. The western idea of aesthetic value
(usually related to the aspect of listening to music in a contemplative way and
focusing on the organization and character of the sounds) raises many questions
since many music cultures in the world (including western societies) value
functional, ritualistic, or religious ends either in place of, or in addition to, aesthetic
values. This sociological view validates the study of multicultural music for the
importance of its function which overweighs the traditional western idea of
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aesthetics. This social view can be related to the aesthetic theory of referentialism.
According to this theory, the value of a musical work exist outside the work itself,
in order to find the meaning, the listeners must go to the ideas, emotions, attitudes,
events which the work refers outside the musical work.
In addition to the sociological or referentialist view, some philosophers and
artists have expressed a different opinion to support multicultural music.
This opinion refers to the appreciation of aesthetic values based on formalism. This
view concentrates exclusively on the internal qualities of the musical work and the
meaning expressed by these qualities. The arts should not be considered to be
simply a social construction, because based on its intrinsic qualities is capable of
transcending in an aesthetic and human way.
Another view that supports the application of multicultural music in
educational programs is the humanistic or expressionistic theory. This aesthetic
theory considers the qualities of the musical work and the qualities of human
experience as major aspects to understand and the significance of the work. In
other words, the intrinsic qualities of a musical work express or evoke feelings in
the listener in a very personal way.
All these approaches are equally important to the listener and the performer
in order to develop aesthetic sensitivity. The instructional materials of this
curriculum use all these views in order to support the development of cultural
understanding, aesthetic values and aesthetic judgment . The appreciation of
aesthetic values based on formalism is exposed in the theory section using the
application of musical elements in relation to a music work or performance. The
sociological view or referentialism is presented in the history component by
relating historical aspects (political, geographical, biographical, etc.) to a musical
work. The humanistic view or expressionism is stated in the theory and history
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components by relating the use of musical elements and historical background of a
musical work with human emotions.
Community Involvement, Career Opportunities and Music Resources
According to a large-scale national study carried out by the National
Endowment for the Arts during the 1980’s the American public does not view the
arts as either a serious discipline in the school curriculum or a career to make a
living. In addition, this study demonstrated that the percentage of music specialists,
music teachers and the general music professionals have decreased noticeable
during the last decade. Career information and community involvement can help
to improve the situation of the arts. Arts educators need to inform their students
about the relationships between that which they are studying and the possible
careers they may choose to follow. Career education provides the necessary
information and assistance needed by students to adequately plan their educational
and career futures. Counseling services in the schools can not provide enough
guidance and information to benefit all students. As a consequence, teachers
should be encouraged to include career education in their curriculums. Career
education involves the joint effort of public education and the community.
Interaction among educational institutions and community organizations can
provide a more fertile learning environment than just the schoolroom. Furthermore,
according to the New York State Learning Standards for the Arts, arts educators
are urged to involve the school community in local arts activities and to inform
them about the availability of arts resources. The implementation of sporadic adult
arts education classes after school for parents can be a solution to create a
community that is responsible to and supportive of the school music program.
Moreover, the creation of committees or councils by parents and community
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members can support the school programs with financial aid and problem solving.
The inclusion of Resources and Support Information in these curriculum materials
not only will provide the music educator with crucial information about
multicultural music instruction, but also will provide valuable data that will
support a complete comprehensive music program and the fulfillment of the
national and local standards for music education.
Curriculum Description
This Instrumental Music Curriculum with a Multicultural Focus is designed
to provide a systematic and sequential program of instruction in the areas of
theory, history, arts awareness (music resources) and performance. The curriculum
is structured for orchestral music teachers and their students in the levels from fifth
to eight grade. This music program has been created according to the suggestions
presented in the National Standards for Music Education and the New York State
Learning Standards for the Arts.
Philosophy
This curriculum endeavors to provide every student with the opportunity to
experience musical growth through the acquisition of specific knowledge, skills,
and attitudes that will contribute to a lifelong enjoyment of different types of music.
Goals
a. Each student will achieve musical literacy in order to perform alone and
with others, a varied repertoire of music.
b. Each student will develop the capacity to critically comment about
different types of music based on its acoustic, structural and aesthetic qualities.
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c. Each student will develop a sense of understanding, pride and respect for
Western and non-Western music and the cultures that they represent.
d. Each student will be knowledgeable about the use of materials and
resources in the music field and the benefits of studying this art field.
e. Each student and a member of his/her family will share the music learning
process in the classroom and home environment.
Program Objectives
The acquisition of a distinguished or a proficient level in music requires the
development of knowledge, skills, and attitudes in the following aspects:
1.Performance - adequate use of knowledge and skills in the areas of tone
production, performance technique, repertoire interpretation and instrument care.
2. Theory - identification of basic elements of music; recognition of the use
of basic elements in different types of music; use of basic improvisation and
composition; and application of aesthetic judgment based on musical qualities.
3. History - recognition of musical genres from different parts of the world
and its origins, identification of composers and their major works, and the ability to
discuss referentialism and its relation to aesthetic perception.
4. Resources & Support Information section - acquisition of knowledge in
music careers, resources in the music field, legal aspects of music, how to search
for music activities, practice techniques, and the development of aesthetic
sensitivity as a result of an active participation in the arts.
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Section I - Theory Component
The theory component of this instrumental music curriculum is part of the
eight - semester program that covers from basic rudiments to intermediate
harmonic and melodic analysis. It also has emphasis on reading notation,
improvisation and composition. This theory component will help students to
achieve a proficient or advanced level in Content Standards three, four and five of
the National Standards for Music Education and also a proficient or distinguished
level in the Arts Standard One of the New York State Learning Standards for the
Arts. The theory component can be provided during a mini-lesson session for
approximately 10 to 15 minutes before the rehearsal.
Objectives
After completing the four levels of achievement (basic, competent,
proficient, and distinguished) the students will be able to:
- identify and apply the basic elements of music
- improvise melodic lines over a given chord progression
- compose, arrange or adapt different types of music to a particular
setting
- apply aesthetic judgment to a musical work based on its musical
qualities
- identify similarities in different types of music
Theory I . Semester 1
Notation : Introduction to the staff, note names, and ledger lines around
middle C. Proper value of the basic notes and their rests (whole, half, quarter,
and eighth). Concept of sharp and flats.
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Scales : Pattern for major scales (demonstrate with keyboard configuration).
Melody : Step and skip (on the staff and aurally) simple melodic dictation
(concept of high and low).
Rhythm : Rhythmic exercises (whole, half, and quarter notes presented in
individual group notes and combined), and rhythmic dictation.
Form : Canonic forms (rounds).
Meter : 4/4, and 3/4 with conducting patterns.
Tone Color : Introduction to orchestral instruments and their ranges.
Dynamics : Basic dynamic markings: piano and forte with conducting
patterns.
Solfege : By rote and on the staff.
Crosscultural Application : Presentation of similar instrumentation in
different types of music (eg. violin in American Country Music, Middle East
Medley & the erh-hu in Chinese Music).
Aesthetic Application: Presentation of the expected and unexpected* use of
timbre to achieve a certain mood (inquire the students for an explanation
of their choice).
Reference Material: John Brimhall - Theory Notebook; Sterling - Musical
Instruments of the World.
* - the term “expected or unexpected” is used in relation to the musical
structure and the continuity of the musical work
Theory I Semester 2
Notation : Ledger lines above and below the staff. Concept of dotted notes.
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Scales : C, G, D, and concept of parallel minor (a, e and b natural minor)
introduce the flat scales and the concept of key signature.
Meter : 2/4 time with conducting patterns.
Form :

ABA form.

Rhythm : Rhythmic exercises (whole, half, quarter, eight notes and sixteen
notes in individual group notes and combined), rhythmic dictation and
syncopation.
Melody : Melodic exercises and melodic dictation.
Solfege : In other keys, use the most appropriate system for

your

students' needs: fixed Do, Curwen, Tonwort, or movable Do. Only be certain that
your students can recognize and sing the correct intervals.
Dynamics : Basic dynamic markings - crescendo, diminuendo and
conducting patterns.
Crosscultural Application : Presentation of similar dynamics in different
types of music.
Aesthetic Application : Presentation of the expected and unexpected use of
dynamics in order to achieve a particular mood (Tango examples are
appropriate for this task).
Reference Material: John Brimhall - Theory Notebook.
Theory II - Semester 1
Notation : D.C. al Coda; D.S. al Fine; Repeat signs; Fermatas (holds); 1st
and 2nd endings.
Scales : Sharp and flat major key signatures with parallel minors (circle of
5ths).
Melody : Melodic exercises and melodic dictation. Intervals by number
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name only - also aural identification.
Rhythm : Eight notes triplets and rhythmic dictation.
Meter :

6/8, 3/8.

Form :

Rondo form.

Solfege : Continue.
Tempo : Basic tempo markings.
Crosscultural Application : Presentation of similar tempo markings in
different types of music .
Aesthetic Application : Presentation of the expected and unexpected use of
tempo markings in order to achieve a particular mood (inquire the
students for an explanation of their taste).
Reference Material:

John Brimhall - Theory Notebook.

Theory II - Semester 2
Scales : Continue minor scales (introduce pentatonic major scale with
Japanese Cradle Song and modes with Middle East Medley).
Melody : Singing intervals - identify quality and melodic dictation.
Meter : New time signatures: 2/2, cut time.
Rhythm : More complex syncopation.
Harmony : Interval quality (major, minor, perfect 4ths and 5ths). Major and
minor triads.
Form :

Call and Response.

Solfege : Continue in different tonalities.
Improvisation : Improvisation of a theme over a one chord vamp (utilize
major qualities).
Crosscultural Application : Presentation of similar melodic patterns in
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different types of music (present familiar melodies in order to recognize different
intervals).
Aesthetic Application : Presentation of the expected and unexpected use of
melodic patterns (step & skip) in order to achieve a particular mood (inquire for an
explanation of students’ taste).
Reference Material:

John Brimhall - Theory Notebook.

Theory III Semester 1
Scales : Major & minor modes
Melody : Melodic dictation.
Rhythm : Half and quarter notes triplets.
Solfege : Continue.
Meter : New time signatures: 3/2, 5/4, meter changes.
Harmony : Inversion of triads, triad function and harmonization of a given
melody using a I IV V progression.
Improvisation : Improvisation of a theme over a given chord progression
Crosscultural Application : Presentation of similar use of musical forms in
different types of music.
Aesthetic Application : Presentation of musical forms and their expected and
unexpected structure (inquire the students for the reasons of their taste).
Reference Material: Brimhall.
Theory III - Semester 2
Scales : Continue with modes (introduce whole tone scale).
Melody : Melodic dictation, melodies without a tonal center.
Meter : Compound (3/8, 6/8, 9/8, 12/8); duple (4/4, 2/4, 2/2); triple meters
(3/4, 3/2); compound duple (6/8); and compound triple meter (9/8).
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Rhythm : Continuation of syncopation and complex rhythmic patterns (4X4
by Louis Bellson, Starer - Rhythmic Training recommended). Rhythmic
shorthand and extended rest marking.
Solfege : Continue.
Harmony : Augmented and diminished intervals, interval inversion,
augmented and diminished triads, and harmonization of melodies.
Composition : Composition of a melodic line to a given harmonic
progression, which fits accordingly with the structure of a selected rhythmic
pattern.
Texture : Polyphonic vs. Monophonic
Crosscultural Application : Presentation of similar textures in different types
of music.
Aesthetic Application : Presentation of texture (polyphonic & monophonic Chinese Folk Rhapsody is a great example ) and their expected and
unexpected structure (inquire the students for the reasons of their taste).
Reference Material:

Brimhall.

Theory IV - Semester 1
Review.
Form : Sonata Form.
Scales : Diminished and blue scales.
Melody : Melodic dictation.
Meter : 5/8, 7/8, 5/4.
Rhythm : Polyrhythmic concept.
Harmony : 7th chords and their inversions, intervalic and harmonic
dictation, non-harmonic tones and secondary triads (chord substitution).
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Analysis : Harmonic and melodic analysis of selected works; atonal music.
Solfege : Continue.
Composition : Composition of melodies and counter melodies (introduce
harmonization of melodies) with different harmonic progressions and
rhythmic patterns performed in class.
Crosscultural Application : Presentation of syncopated patterns, triplets and
different meters in different types of music.
Aesthetic Application : Presentation of expected and unexpected use of
rhythmic patterns in order to achieve a particular mood or activity (inquire
the students for an explanation of their taste).
Reference Material: Brimhall; Kostka's Tonal Harmony; and Maneri's
Studies in the Virtual Pitch Continuum.
Theory IV - Semester 2
Scales : Pentatonic minor & introduction to non western melodic patterns
(maqam, ragas, slendro, pelog etc.).
Melody : Melodic dictation, microtonal concept.
Rhythm : Continuation of polyrhythmic concept .
Harmony : Secondary dominants and extended chords
Analysis : Continue.
Improvisation : Improvise a theme over a given chord progression.
Composition : Composition and orchestration of original pieces for different
instruments to be performed with the class ensemble.
Crosscultural Application : Presentation of different harmonic patterns in
different types of music.
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Aesthetic Application : Presentation of expected and unexpected use of
harmonic patterns in order to achieve a particular mood or activity (inquire the
students for an explanation of their choice).
Reference Material: Brimhall; Kostka's Tonal Harmony; and Maneri's
Studies in the Virtual Pitch Continuum.
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Section II - History Component
The history component of this instrumental music curriculum is part of the
eight semester program that focus on developing familiarity with different musical
genres, its composers, major performers and the historical background of each
particular style. The history component will help students to appreciate different
music and music performances. Students also will understand the evolution of
music and will acquired an understanding of music in relation to history and
culture. Furthermore, the students will be able to critically listen, analyze, and
describe different types of music and musical genres. In addition, this history
component will help students to achieve a proficient or advanced level in Content
Standards six, seven and nine of the National Standards for Music Education and
also a proficient or distinguished level in Arts Standards three and four of the New
York State Learning Standards for the Arts. The recordings and listening materials
of this section will be included in the curriculum package of the music program.
The history component can be provided during a mini-lesson session for
approximately 10 to 15 minutes before the rehearsal. This section of the teaching
period can be alternated during the week with the theory section; e.g. Theory Monday, Wednesday and Friday / History - Tuesday and Thursday or vice versa.
Objectives
After completing the four levels of achievement (basic, competent,
proficient and distinguished) the students will be able to:
- demonstrate a general understanding of the origins and development of
different musical genres.
- demonstrate a general knowledge about the composers, performers of
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different musical genres form around the world and their major works.
- discuss referentialism and its relation to aesthetic perception.
History I - Semester 1
Country or Region to be studied: North America - United States
A.Nationalistic Art Music : Rhapsody - This term was originally used to
identify the strophes of an epic poem during the Middle age, later in the 19th
century it was used to identify instrumental pieces written for the piano repertoire
and the symphonic orchestra. This style of music is characterized by its
imaginative instrumental composition which involves distortion, exaggeration and
extravagance usually associated with an epic, heroic or a nationalistic aspect. This
particular arrangement of Rhapsody in Blue (piano and dance band composition by
George Gershwin) is a simplified version of the original score. Nevertheless, some
original melodic and rhythmic cells can be appreciated throughout the piece,
especially from measure 45 until the end. This piece was written in 1923 and was
created with the intention of combining the Blues idiom into the symphonic scope.
Instruments : originally written for piano and latter structured for solo
instruments and symphony orchestras.
Structure :
Melody : diatonic with embellishments and extravagant
articulations.
Harmony: diatonic with chromatic passages.
Form: episodic with contrasting moods and folk themes.
Major Composer & Performers for Rhapsodies: Franz List, Johannes
Brahms, Vaughan Williams.
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Major Composers & Performers for Blues : W.C. Handy, Fats Waller,
Bessie Smith.
Related Reading Material: Stanley Sadie, ed./ The New Grove, Dictionary
of Music & Musicians / Vol. 15, PP.786; Marshall Sterns - The Story of Jazz.
Suggested Discography : PGD/Deutsche Grammophon 31625 - George
Gershwin: Rhapsody in Blue/American in Paris/ Cuban Overture.
Aesthetic and/or Crosscultural Application : Present the folk theme
introduced in mm.45 and some examples of Afro-American Blues.

Tell the

students about the sadness involved with the Blues and its relationship with the
North American slavery. Ask them to relate the music of this arrangement to an
image of rural America in the early 20th century (provide ideas for the image and
encourage students to explain their relationship).
Country or Region to be Studied: Latin America - Argentina
B. Tango : Popular urban song and dance music that has remained popular
through the 20th century. It was originated in the poor slum areas of Buenos Aires
during the early 20th Century. The themes related to the Tango are usually
romantic or nationalistic within a tragic character (pessimistic, fatalistic). The
Tango was influenced rhythmically by the Milonga and the Cuban Habanera.
Instruments : voice, bandoneon, violins, flute, piano, and drums.
Structure :
Melody and Harmony: tonal - chromatic
Rhythm: duple meter with syncopated passages.
Form: strophic, A A B A.
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Major Composers : Alfredo Lepera, Carlos Gardel.
Major Performers : Carlos Gardel, Astor Piazzolla.
Related Reading Material: Peter Manuel - Popular Musics of the NonWestern World, The Rough Guide for World Music.
Suggested Discography : Polydor 2480617 - Placido Domingo / Tango;
Messidor 15922 - Astor Piazzola & his Quinteto Tango Nuevo;
A.S.P.I.C.55510 - Reynaldo Anselmi / Tango; JVC Video Anthology of World
Music, vol. 28.
Aesthetic and/or Crosscultural Application : Explain how the sudden
changes of dynamic, firm rhythm and passionate melodies are structural
components of the Tango that resemble the tough characteristics and the romantic
aspect that identifies the poor neighborhood residents of Buenos Aires (or many
other poor neighborhoods around the world). Ask the students to identify sections
of the orchestral arrangement that reflects these characteristics.
Figure #1 - Bandoneon used in the Argentine Tango:

Country or Region to be studied: Europe
C. Minuet: Dance music, first known in the middle of the 17th century in
France, where it was associated with popular group dances in the town of Poitou. It
became a rage at the court of Louis XIV who was known as an avid minuet dancer.
Pairs of minuet were commonly played. The second one was
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often labeled “trio” and was written in a different key and texture. The minuet and
trio as many Middle Eastern and Oriental musical genres, became
standard sections of multimovement works such as the symphony or the suite.
This particular arrangement is a simplified version of the minuet included in the
ballet section of the opera Alcina by Frederic Handel.
Instruments : Originally played with treble instruments, harpsichord and
basso continuo. As the minuet developed, orchestral instruments were added to
its performances.
Structure:
Melody and Harmony: tonal.
Rhythm: triple meter.
Form: A B A.
Major Composers and Performers : Nicolas Antoine Lebegue,
G.P.Telemann, George Frederic Handel.
Related Reading Material: Stanley Sadie, ed./ The New Grove, Dictionary
of Music & Musicians / Vol. 12, PP. 353-358.
Suggested Discography : Newport Classics DDD 85620 - Handel, George
Frederic / Alcina, HWV 34; JVC/Smithsonian Folkways Video Anthology of
Music and Dance of Europe.
Aesthetic and/or Crosscultural Application : Ask the students to describe
the settings in which this music was originated (ballroom, royal court, folk
dance, ect.). Ask the students to relate the origins of this dance with any dancemusic already studied; or to relate the setting in which the minuet was performed
in the XVI century with current similar activities.
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Figure #2 - Harpsichord used in early versions of Minuet

History I - Semester 2
Country or Region to be studied: Africa
F. Iscathamiya: Popular South African music typically sung in an Capella
style by a group of nine or ten male vocalists. The major characteristic of the
Iscathamiya is the overlapping antiphonal harmonies in distinct ranges which are
combined with subtle modulated dynamics. This style of music gained
international recognition with the recording of “Graceland”, a collaboration of
Paul Simon and Joseph Shabalala’s

Ladysmith Black Mambazo. The

arrangement of Mbube (The Lion Sleeps Tonight) for the motion picture “The
Lion King,” popularized this South African song by Solomon Linda in several
parts of the world.
Instruments : nine or more male vocalists (they usually sing in the Zulu
language).
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Structure :
Melody: tonal, modal.
Harmony: tonal in four or five vocal parts.
Rhythm: duple, triple meters, and non metric sections.
Form: Verse and refrain - call and response between soloist and a
section of the choir. The other part of the choir keeps the harmony and
alternates with the first section in an antiphonal style.
Major composers : Solomon Linda, Enock Masina, Joseph Shabalala.
Major Performers : Ladysmith Black Mambazo, King Star Brothers.
Related Reading Material: Peter Manuel - Popular Musics of the NonWestern World, The Rough Guide for World Music.
Suggested Discography : Music for Little People ISBN 1566280354 Ladysmith Black Mambazo; Lyrichord 7401 - Zulu Music of South Africa; JVC
Video Anthology of World Music, vol. 19.
Aesthetic and/or Crosscultural Application : Tell the students about the
lyrics of the song (parents telling their baby not to be fearful because the lion is
away sleeping in the jungle). Ask the students to relate this bed time song
with similar melodies know to them (identify the structural characteristics).
Region or Country to be Studied: Middle East
A. Middle Eastern Folk Music. These orchestral arrangements are medleys
of traditional folk songs from the Middle East. The first song is called Zuruni kulli
sana marra, which means in Arabic “visit me once a year”, is a song in which the
topic is the longing for the native country. The song was composed by the great
Egyptian composer Sayyid Darwish, and popularized by the famous Lebanese
female singer

Fairouz. The second song, Hala la Laya, is a
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traditional love song widely-known in the Middle East. At least two different sets
of lyrics are known to exist for this song

coming from different regions in the

Middle East. The region of one version is from

Lebanon, the other from

Palestine. The third song is called Ah Ya Zayn and is a traditional love song from
the Egyptian countryside but widely popular in the Arab world.
Instruments : ud (type of lute), qanun (plucked zither), nay (end - blown reed
flute), darabukkah (goblet - shaped drum), violin.
Structure :
Melody: Melodic organization follows a system of modes called
maqam. This type of music also make use of heterophony, where the
accompaniment instruments provides an embellished version of the
melodic part. The first two songs use a maqam equivalent to a C Major
scale, the last song uses a maqam called Hijaz starting on D (D, Eb, F#,
G, A, Bb, C, D).
Rhythm: Iqa is a metric unit in Arabic music. Each Iqa has a
unique pattern of beats, which could be from 2 to 48.
Form: the form of these pieces is characterized by its strophic
features which uses the same music, with minor variations, for all
strophes or sections.
Major Composer : Sayyid Darwish.
Major Performer : Fairouz, Sabah Fakhri
Related Reading Material: Peter Manuel - Popular Musics of the NonWestern World, The Rough Guide for World Music
Suggested Discography : Club du Disque Arabe CDA 401 - Sabah Zfakhri:
Au Palais des Congrés; Lyrichord 7198 - Arab Folk Music; JVC Video
Anthology of World Music, vol. 17.
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Aesthetic and/or Crosscultural Application : Ask the students what
characteristics of the first song of the medley captures the longing for the
Egyptian countryside.
Figure #3 - Instruments used in Middle Eastern music:

Region or Country to be studied: Asia
A. Korean Folk Music: Arirang, the name of the orchestral arrangement, is a
Korean folk song originated during the Yi Dynasty in the 18th century. Every
foreigner who has been to Korea, associates the country and its people with this
song. To that extent the song is famous and the melody is popular. The title refers
to the famous Arirang Hill, a rendezvous for lovers.
Instruments : komungo (six stringed zither), taegum (transverse bamboo
flute), voice and changgo (hourglass drum)
Structure :
Melody: is based on a pentatonic scale (four phrases)
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Harmony: tonal (pentatonic), tetratonic harmonies are used in
several sections of the piece
Meter: Triple meter.
Form: Strophic / ABA
Composers and Performers : This music has passed from generation to
generation in an oral tradition. Many of its composers and performers are
anonymous or are not publicly recognized. This arrangement was prepared for
orchestra by R.L. Bauernschmidt from a collection of Korean Folk Songs
compiled by Kang Yum Lee and published by the National Research Society of
Korea.
Related Reading Material: Peter Manuel - Popular Musics of the NonWestern World, The Rough Guide for World Music
Suggested Discography : Mariposa Label, CDA 425 - Buddha’s Tooth Sarira; JVC 5021- The Folkloric Instrumental Traditions; World Music Library
5144 - Kayagum Music; JVC Video Anthology of World Music, vol. 1 &2.
Aesthetic and/or Crosscultural Application : The publisher’s notes indicates
that the melancholic melody which consists of four phrases seems to
symbolize the sorrowful and painful fortune of the nation (foreign invasions and
economic restrictions). Ask the students if they could identify the intended mood
of the composer by analyzing the melodic structure of the work.
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Figure #4 - Instruments used in Korean music:

History II - Semester 1
Country or Region to be studied: North America - United States
A. Country / Folk: Popular genres derived from traditional oral music
brought by immigrants from the British Isles. This style appropriated the rhythm
drive of Jazz, making prominent use of a rhythm section of piano, bass and drums,
and it also featured amplified and electric guitars. This arrangement in particular is
a piece popularized and co-written by John Denver during the 1970’s (Take Me
Home Country Roads).
Instruments : banjo, fiddle, guitars, harmonica, vocals, drums, dulcimer
Structure :
Melody: tonal and pentatonic.
Harmony: tonal, triadic style
Rhythm: duple meter
Form: Strophic, A A B A
Major Composers : Jim Reeves, Slim Whitman, Don Williams.
Major Performers : Johnny Cash, John Denver, Willie Nelson.
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Related Reading Material : Gilbert Chase - America’s Music, From the
Pilgrims to the Present
Suggested Discography : RCA LSC 6095 - John Denver / Greatest Hits;
Rounder 0264 - The Whistein Brothers; JVC/Smithsonian Folkways Video
Anthology of Music and Dance of the Americas, vol. 2.
Aesthetic and/or Crosscultural Application : This theme of this piece is
similar to the Middle East song in Level I, in which the lyrics are longing for the
hometown, in this case the Blue Ridge Mountains of

West Virginia. Ask

the students for similarities between the two pieces (in structure or mood)
Figure #5 - Instruments used in American Country Music:
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Country or Region to be Studied: Latin America - Mexico
B1. Corrido: Folk Music. A narrative ballad found in several countries of
Latin America, but especially Mexico. Many widely known examples of this
genre are associated with the Mexican revolution in 1910. This type of music is
usually played by Mariachi bands and is not intended for dance.
Instruments : trumpets, violins, five strings vihuela, guitars, guitarrón (six
string bass guitar)
Structure :
Melody and Harmony: tonal
Rhythm: triple meter
Form: Strophic, made up of octosyllabic quatrains separated by
instrumental interludes.
Major Composers : Eduardo Mata , Jose Albarran, Jose Jimenez.
Major Performers : Mariachi Jalisco, Lucha Villa, Mariachi Vargas
Related Reading Material: Peter Manuel - Popular Musics of the NonWestern World, The Rough Guide for World Music
Suggested Discography : Peerless MCP2327-5 - Mariachi Vargas; ARC
1249 Lindo-Mariachi Sol; JVC Video Anthology of World Music, vol. 28.
B2. Jarabe: Folk Music. Traditional Mexican dance and Musical Form,
which is usually performed by Mariachi bands.
Instruments : same as in Corrido
Structure :
Melody and Harmony - tonal
Rhythm: triple and duple meter.
Form: multi sectional with several distinct strains.
Composers, Performers, Material and Discography: Same as in Corrido.
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Aesthetic and/or Crosscultural Application : Inform the students about the
similarity of the Corrido’s lyric structure with story telling. Explain how this story
telling aspect is used in several musical genres around the world (English ballads,
Puerto Rican plenas, ect.) On the other hand, for the Jarabe, present examples of
Irish dancing and Spanish Flamenco (these can be found in the public library).
Show the similarity of these dances in terms of movement and the intrinsic aspects
of the music.
Figure #6 - Instruments used in Mexican music:

Country or Region to be studied: Europe
C. Waltz : The waltz is a musical genre that can be found in the popular and
the art music styles. This musical genre grew out of Southern German and Austrian
country dances. The popularity of the dance across Europe was given a new
impetus in the middle decades of the 19th century by the vogue of the Viennese
waltz. This particular Waltz is part of the “Nutcracker Suite” by Pyotr Il’yich
Tchaikovsky.
Instruments : orchestra and dance ensembles in the folk medium
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(drums, clarinet, flute, bass, accordion).
Structure :
Melody and Harmony: tonal.
Rhythm: triple meter.
Form : intro, A B A.
Major Composer and Performers : Joseph Laner, Richard Strauss,
Pyotr Il’yich Tchaikovsky
Related Reading Material: Stanley Sadie, ed./ The New Grove,
Dictionary of Music & Musicians / Vol. 20, PP. 200-206.
Suggested Discography : PGD/London Classics - Tchaikovsky: 1812
Ov./ Nutcracker Ste./Marche Sla.; JVC/Smithsonian Folkways Video Anthology
of Music and Dance of Europe.
Aesthetic and/or Crosscultural Application : Present to the students
some examples of the waltz. Ask the students if they can relate this musical genre
or type of dance with any particular social event that they attended or had the
opportunity to experience in the movies or television. Explain the relationship of
this dance with certain ceremonies in Western society (fuctional music).
History II - Semester 2
Country or Region to be studied: Africa
D. Mandig music: Popular- Folk music of the Mandig people of Mali,
Senegal and Gambia. It is virtually exclusive performance by a caste of
professional musicians called “griots or jalis.” Mandig music has been recognized
world wide by its exotic instruments, such as the kora (a cross between a harp and
a lute with 21 to 25 strings). During the 1990’s semi –
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acoustic ensembles featuring traditional instruments combined with electric guitars
and synthesized sounds have been very popular. This arrangement is an adaptation
of Salif Keita’s “Cono” for full orchestra.
Instruments : kora, talking drum, shekere, djembe (single headed goblet shape drum), and vocals (male vocalists with high - pitched and nasal voices).
Structure :
Melody: melismatic, tonal & modal.
Harmony: tonal & modal; usually a two chord ostinato pattern.
Rhythm: duple meter, polyrhytmic patterns in the percussion
Form: short verse (call and response) and refrain, usually for
soloist (vocalist or kora)
Major composers : Sira Mory Diabate, Salif Keita, Foday Musa Suso.
Major Performers : Mory Kante, Tata Bambo, Salif Keita.
Related Reading Material: Peter Manuel - Popular Musics of the NonWestern World, The Rough Guide for World Music
Suggested Discography : Mango 162-539 808-2 - Salif Keita: Soro;
Celluloid 66931-2 - Mory Kante: N’Diarabi; JVC/Smithsonian Folkways Video
Anthology of Music of Africa.
Aesthetic and/or Crosscultural Application : Ask the students for a musical
style already studied that uses similar percussive patterns (Middle
music) and close related instruments ( darabukkah).

Eastern
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Region or Country to be Studied: Middle East
E. Middle Eastern Folk Music. The second arrangement of Middle Eastern
Folk Music is at Level II and comprises two love songs from Egypt (Hinna, Ya
Khawli l-Gineneah and Til’it Ya Mahla Nurha) and an Egyptian instrumental
piece often used for belly dancing.
Instruments : ud (type of lute), qanun (plucked zither), nay (end - blown reed
flute), darabukkah (goblet - shaped drum), violin, rigg .
Structure :
Melody: The first song (Il Hinna) uses a Hijaz on D, Ya Khawli a G
minor scale, Til”it Ya Mahla Nurha an F Major scale and Ayyoub an F
Phrygian.
Rhythm: Iqa is a metric unit in Arabic music. Each Iqa has a
unique pattern of beats, which could be from 2 to 48.
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Form: the form of these pieces is characterized by its strophic
features which uses the same music, with minor variations, for all
strophes or sections.
Major Composer s: Sayyid Darwish.
Major Performers : Fairouz, Sabah Fakhri.
Related Reading Material: Peter Manuel - Popular Musics of the NonWestern World, The Rough Guide for World Music
Suggested Discography : Duniaphon LPDCD 501 - Sabah Fakhri: Khoury;
Traditional Crossroad 4272 - Gypsy Fire-Belly Dance Music; JVC Video
Anthology of World Music, vol. 17.
Aesthetic and/or Crosscultural Application : Ask the students about what
aspects (percussive pattern, dynamics, tempo, ect.) of the last piece of the
medley can be related to Middle Eastern dancing and how some playing
interpretation (improvisation or dynamics or tempo changes)could enhance the
dancing component.
Region or Country to be studied: Asia - Japan
F. Folk Music: Japanese folk music has three major divisions: children
songs, folk songs, and folk performing arts. This piece in particular (Japanese
Cradle Song) belongs to the children songs category. Even though that this
orchestral arrangement was composed by a non Japanese composer and does not
have any historical or

performing notes, some Japanese folk music

characteristics (pentatonic melodies &

strophic structure) can be appreciated

throughout the piece.
Instruments : Originally koto, shamisen, shakuhachi, etc.; orchestral
arrangements has been created as a consequence of Western influences.
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Structure :
Melody: narrow range, pentatonic.
Rhythm: duple meter, free meter.
Form: strophic.
Major Composers and Performers : This music has passed from generation
to generation in an oral tradition therefore many

of its composers and

performers are anonymous or are not publicly recognized. This piece was
composed and orchestrated by Charles Puerner.
Related Reading Material: Stanley Sadie, ed./ The New Grove, Dictionary
of Music & Musicians / Vol. 9, PP. 542-543.
Suggested Discography : JVC 5360 - Japan: Folk Songs of OkinawaRinsho Kadekaru-Ryuka. West Music 30273 - Fukuda: Favorite Songs of
Japanese Children.
Aesthetic and/or Crosscultural Application : Ask the students to identify
the main Japanese characteristic (pentatonic scale). Ask about the resemble
of this piece with a cradle song.
Figure #8 - Instruments used in Japanese music:
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History III - Semester 1
Country or Region to be studied: North America - United States
A. Jazz: Popular music emerged in the 1890’s in the city of New Orleans.
This musical genre is principally instrumental and of Black American creation.
Jazz intertwines with other genres such as blues, ragtime, Latin American dances,
rock, and soul. This arrangement based in the music of Duke Ellington resembles
the “Big Band Era,” the ballroom dancing and the times when the “Swing”(a style
of playing Jazz) was in vogue.
Instruments : piano, bass, drums, brass and reeds.
Structure :
Melody and Harmony: diatonic, chromatic, and modal
Rhythm: Syncopated rhythms, accent on beats 2 and 4 ; duple &
triple meter
Form: strophic , A A B A
Styles: swing, be-bop, free jazz, fusion.
Major Composers : Duke Ellington, Miles Davis, John Coltrane, Charlie
Parker
Major Performers : Charlie Parker, Miles Davis, Dizzy Gillespie, Bill
Evans, Art Tatum , Louis Armstrong.
Related Reading Material: Marshall Sterns - The Story of Jazz
Suggested Discography : Atlantic SD1688 - Duke Ellington’s Jazz Session;
Columbia 40647 - Miles Davis: Porgy and Bess; Pablo 2308207 - Count Basie:
Montreux’ 77; JVC/Smithsonian Folkways Video Anthology of

Music and

Dance of the Americas, vol. 1.
Aesthetic and/or Crosscultural Application : Play some music by Glen
Miller, Count Basie, Benny Goodman and Duke Ellington (these can be found in
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the public library) and ask the students for some characteristics of this musical
genre and compare it with other ballroom dances like the Danzón, Waltz, Polka
and Tango.
Country or Region to be studied: Latin America - Brazil
B. Samba: An Afro-Brazilian folk-popular dance and dance-music form.
Varieties of samba include the rural “samba de roda”, the “sambas de morro” and
the internationally known urban popular samba, established in Rio de Janeiro in the
1920’s. Another particular new style of samba is the Bossa Nova, pioneered by
Antonio Carlos Jobim in the late 1950’s. This music in particular is very common
during the carnival period in Rio De Janeiro.
Instruments : zabumba (bombo), caiza (snare drum), surdo, pandeiro,
tamborim, and cuica.
Structure :
Melody and Harmony: tonal- modal, chromatic.
Rhythm: duple meter, march-like rhythmic figure.
Form: verse for solo singer, alternating with choral refrain.
Major Composers: Zequinha Abreu, Vinicius De Moraes, Antonio Carlos
Jobim.
Major Performers: Antonio Carlos Jobim, Joao Gilberto, Milton Nacimento.
Related Reading Material: Peter Manuel - Popular Musics of the NonWestern World, The Rough Guide for World Music.
Suggested Discography : Sony/Orfeon 81498- Joao Gilberto: Vol. 1 - Brazil,
Samba; Warner Brothers 26019 - Classic Samba; JVC/Smithsonian Folkways
Video Anthology of Music and Dance of the Americas, vol. 5 & 6.
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Aesthetic and/or Crosscultural Application : Ask the students for sections of
the Tico-Tico arrangement that resemble the joyful aspect of the Brazilian Carnival
(repetitive melodic pattern, percussive pattern, tempo, or harmonic progression).
Figure #9 - Instruments used in Brazilian music:
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Country or Region to be studied: Europe
C. Ballad: A folk-song style known throughout Europe but specially in the
British Isles and Ireland. This style combines elements of narrative, dramatic
dialogue and lyric. The subject matter of ballad texts ranges widely from history
and legend, the supernatural or domestic affairs. Many ballads passed into oral
tradition, but some were also incorporated into art music. This ballad is a
contemporary composition by American composer James Barnes in which he
attempts to capture the sound and style of Mr. Percy Grainier.
Instruments : originally for voice and guitar accompaniment, later during the
19th century orchestral instruments were added.
Structure :
Melody and Harmony: tonal (the art form ballads use chromaticism
and modal style writing).
Rhythm: strophic duple meeter.
Form: The ballad can be divided between speech and narrative. The
most popular phrasal pattern of British ballad is ABCD.
Composers and Performers : In the folk music style, the ballad has passed
from generation to generation in an oral tradition, therefore many of its composers
and performers are anonymous or not publicly recognized. Nevertheless in the art
form some major figures are:

Johann Rudolf Zumsteeg, Carl Lowe, Franz

Schubert, and more recently Percy Grainier.
Related Reading Material: Stanley Sadie, ed./ The New Grove, Dictionary
of Music & Musicians / Vol. 2, PP. 70-76.
Suggested Discography : Preiser 89121 - Rudolf Bockelmann: Sings Carl
Lowe; Playasound 66504 - A Journey to Scotland; JVC/Smithsonian Folkways
Video Anthology of Music of Europe.
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Aesthetic and/or Crosscultural Application : Ask the students about another
musical genre already studied (Mexican Corrido) that combines
storytelling and music. Look for the similarities and differences in terms of
their structure and their reference material (the Corrido was used more in its
origins for political purposes and social change due to the Mexican Revolution, the
Ballad instead used more fiction and historical anecdotes in its lyric material).
History 3 - Semester 2
Country or Region to be studied: Africa
D. Programmatic Music - As described in the New Harvard Dictionary, this
type of music attempts to express or depict non musical ideas, images, or events.
This particular arrangement is an adaptation of Kilimanjaro which is a musical
portrayal of the East African area in Kenya and Tanzania. The work is composed
by an American composer, Dr. Robert Washburn, who uses authentic melodic and
rhythmic patterns gathered from different parts of Africa. Mount Kilimanjaro is a
mountain whose ice-covered peak extends above the clouds and looks to some of
the most unspoiled territory in Africa, including the Serengeti Plain. The first
section of the work depicts the Serengeti Plain where thousands of wild animals
graze peacefully as the morning sun rises. The second section depicts a dance by
the Masai people, which reflects vigorous and tireless dancers who display their
agility and prowess in a dance of great rhythmic vitality and variety. The third
section, The Mountain describes the splendor of the snow-capped peak as the sun
reaches its midday.
Instruments : orchestral instruments and African percussion - log drum
(wooden box can be used instead), metal shakers or wooded shakers, and
djembes or conga drums.
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Structure :
Melody: tonal, Modal.
Harmony: tonal, modal.
Rhythm: duple meter, and polyrhytmic patterns.
Form: three movement work.
Major composers & performers for programmatic music: Hector Berlioz,
Franz List, Richard Strauss
Major composers & performers for Masai Music: This type of folk music
style has passed from generation to generation in an oral tradition, therefore
many composers and performers are anonymous or not publicly recognized.
Related Reading Material: Peter Manuel - Popular Musics of the NonWestern World; Stanley Sadie, ed./ The New Grove, Dictionary of Music &
Musicians / Vol. 15, PP. 283-286.
Suggested Discography : For Masai music - JVC Video Anthology of World
Music, vol. 17; for programmatic music EDM/Seraphim-Blue 69020 - Berlioz,
Symphonie Fantastique.
Aesthetic and/or Crosscultural Application : Ask the students how the music
is depicting these portrayals of East Africa (inquire for the reason of their
responses).
Region or Country to be Studied: Middle East
E. Wasla: Middle Eastern Suite. Middle Eastern Art Music consists of a
sequence of pieces cast in one maqam. The music is essentially for soloists.
Ensembles consisting of a lead vocalist or melodic instrument accompanied by a
stringed instrument that plays in unison with the soloist in composed, metric
music and follows a note or two behind, also recapitulating phrases, in non
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metric improvisation, and includes one or two percussion instruments for metric
sections. Distinctions are made between composed and improvised parts of a
performance and between metric and non metric portions. Sections of the Middle
Eastern Suite are very often played as individual pieces. This arrangement is a
Muwashahah, which is a srophic song that originated in Andalucia centuries ago.
It is performed by a chorus alternating with soloist, and accompanied by a small
group of instrumentalists.
Instruments : ud (type of lute), qanun (plucked zither), nay (end - blown
reed flute), darabukkah (goblet - shaped drum), violin, rigg .
Structure :
Melody: Melodic organization follows a system of modes called
maqam. This type of music also make use of heterophony, where the
accompaniment instruments provides an embellished version of the melodic part.
Rhythm: Iqa is a metric unit in Arabic music. Each Iqa has a unique
pattern of beats, numbering from 2 to 48.
Form: Sequence of movements in a Wasla:
a- Taqsim (vocal mawwal may replace the instrumental
taqsim): a non - metric instrumental improvisation section in which
the performer, after establishing the principal maqam, modulates
to others before returning to the principal.
b- Beshrev: stately metric piece intended for ensemble
playing in heterophonic unison, with a form of several sections
each of which is repeated once, non-metric.
c- Samai: 3 to 5 sections alternating with a refrain.
d- Muwashshah: a movement of composed
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vocal pieces with text from strophic poems. This part of the Wasla
is sung by a soloist alternating with a chorus or the members of the
ensemble. There are several types of Muwashshahat (pl).
e- Qasida: improvised vocal piece based on two, three, five
or seven verses of classical Arabic poems. The accompaniment
consist of short interludes between verses which supplies the pitch
reference to the singer.
Major Composers : Mohammed Abdel Wahab, Sayyid Darwish.
Major Performers : Munir Bashir, Oum Koulthoum.
Related Reading Material: Peter Manuel - Popular Musics of the NonWestern World, The Rough Guide for World Music.
Suggested Discography : VDL 595 - Oum Koulthoum: The Twinkling Star;
Polygram 46754 - Simon Shaheen: The Music of Mohammed Abdel Wahab; JVC
Video Anthology of World Music, vol. 16 & 17.
Aesthetic and/or Crosscultural Application : Analyze the strophic aspect and
compare its melodic characteristics with the Ballad and the Corrido.
Region or Country to be studied: Asia - Indonesia
F. Gamelan: Art musical genre of Indonesia derived from the court music
played by the gamelan ensembles of Bali. Gamelan music is usually played to
accompany poetry, dance and drama. While Japanese gamelan is quiet,
contemplative and restrained, Balinese Kebyar is loud, sparkling and extrovert.
Moreover, Kebyar is a derived of the gamelan court music, but different on the fact
that is intended to be played loud and at the outdoors. This arrangement of Legong
is in the Keybar style. Legong is the name of a classic Balinese dance, this one in
particular is based on an ancient story about a king who dies for the
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princess that he desires. The dance for this type of Legong is usually danced by
three young girls in elaborate costumes.
Instruments: The gamelan ensemble is composed of three sections of
instruments.

The gongs, which are placed at the back of the ensemble

punctuating the melody; the metallophones in the middle section of the
ensemble, which are the ones playing the melody; and aeorophones and
chordophones at the front of the ensemble that play a variation or an elaboration of
the melody. In addition, a pair of doubled headed drums called kendangs which are
placed in the middle of the orchestra are also included in the Balinese gamelan
ensemble.
Structure:
Melody: Balinese gamelan music has two major tuning systems the five-note system, saih gender; and the seven-note system, saih pitu.
Each one related respectively to the Java’s slendro and pelog tuning
systems or laras.
Harmony: This type of music is intended to be played in unison,
nevertheless, the tuning of pairs of instruments at different pitches
creates the sound production of intervals when they are played
simultaneously.
Rhythm: Duple meter, polyrhythmic structure.
Form: Tutti introduction; one movement section which consists of
different ostinato patterns or tabuhs. Each tabuh contrasts in tempo and
dynamics. Colotomic structure (gongs are used to mark the beginning
and end of successive sections).
Composers and Performers : Kusuma Sari, Gamelan Batel Wayang
Ramayana, Gamelan Semar Pegulingan.
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Suggested Discography : CMP 25665 - Gamelan Semar Pegulingan:
The Heavenly Orchestra of Bali; JVC 5265 - Gamelan Gong Keybard Vol. 2 Darma Santi Ensemble; JVC Video Anthology of World Music, vol. 9 &10.
Aesthetic and/or Crosscultural Application : Ask the students for sections
of the music that refers or depicts aspects that can be related to the story of the
king and the princess.
Figure #10 - Instruments used in Gamelan music:

History IV - Semester 1
Country or Region to be studied: North America - United States
A. Blues: African - American folk music originated in the Southern part of
the United States during the last part of the 19th Century and the beginning of the
20th Century. Sadly, this music was born out of the pain, sadness, and misery of
the African slaved population brought to the United States for forced labor.
Therefore as a result of this historical fact, the most important extra-
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musical meaning of the “blues” refers to a state of mind related to melancholy and
depression. It is understood that a blues performer sings or plays to rid him or
herself of “the blues.” The structural origins of this musical style combines
Western African singing characteristics (microtonal lowering of the 3rd, 5th and
7th scale degrees) with Western European harmonies (I-IV-V progression) in a 12
measure structure. The lyrical context of the blues is strictly secular and usually
relates to work and social issues which involves frustration and oppression. This
blues arrangement is

a collection of songs compiled by Mike Torres (blues

vocalist and guitar player) and arranged by Tim Baxless. The songs are: “Stormy
Monday” (A section) written by T-Bone Walker and first released in 1947, this
blues has a slow 12/8 feeling; “Chicken Shack” (B
section) by Jimmy Smith, one of the masters of blues and jazz organ / this blues
has a shuffle with a triplet feeling for the drums and walking bass line; “Stateboro
Blues” (C section) by Will McTell, this blues is written in a style called “Chicago”
in which the bass & drums have a shuffle pattern in triplet feeling; Killing Floor (D
section), a blues/rock style with a straight eight note pattern for bass & drums; and
Reap What you Sow (E section), a blues shuffle with walking bass and a feeling of
straight eight notes in the drum part. This arrangement was structured to be
performed with a soloist playing or singing the melody line and with several
sections for improvisation.
Instruments: vocals, guitar (the banjo was used during the origins of this
style), piano, drums, and harmonica. Orchestral Instruments have been
added for commercial purposes.
Structure :
Melody: Blues scale
Harmony: I-IV-V
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Rhythm: duple and triple meter
Form: 12 bar blues (basic structure)
I: 4 bars in the tonic chord
IV: 2 bars in the subdominant
I: 2 bars in the tonic
V - IV: 1 bar in the dominant & 1 in the subdominant
IV: 2 bars in the tonic
Major Composers & Performers : Willie McTell, Jimmy Smith, John Hurt
Related Reading Material: Stanley Sadie, ed./ The New Grove, Dictionary
of Music & Musicians / Vol.2, PP.812-819.
Suggested Discography : DOC 6001 - Blind Willie McTell: 1940 Complete
Library of the Congress; Rounder 2035 - The Legendary Blues Band: Red Hot ‘n’
Blue; JVC/Smithsonian Folkways VAMD of the Americas, vol. 1.
Country or Region to be Studied: Latin America - Caribbean (Cuba, Dominican
Republic & Puerto Rico) This medley can be played together by using piano
interludes to connect each arrangement or by starting each new section with eight
measures of the rhythmic pattern in the percussion (e.g. Danzón to Merengue play 8mm of merengue pattern before cuing in the ensemble) or play each section
independently.
B1. Danzón: Popular Cuban instrumental dance-music genre, established
by the later 19th century, prominent through the 1940’s, and currently retaining
some popularity. The Danzón combines elements of the Habanera (Cuban dance
in duple meter) in the contradanza section and the Son (Cuban folk music) in the
montuno section.
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Instruments: flute, violins, cello, piano, bass, conga, timbales and guiro.
Structure :
Melody and Harmony: tonal.
Rhythm: duple meter, “cinquillo” - 5 note pattern clearly stated in the
timbale and güiro parts.
Form: A B A C A D.
A: Introduction or paseo
B: Contradanza
C: Contradanza II : (contrast in material and instrumentation
with letter B)
D: Montuno: improvisation over a repeated or harmonicrhythmic ground.
Major Composers : Israel Lopez, Oreste Lopez, Antonio Sanchez
Major Performers : Arcaño y sus Maravillas, Orquesta Aragón
Related Reading Material: Peter Manuel - Popular Musics of the NonWestern World & Caribbean Currents, The Rough Guide for World Music
Suggested Discography : EGREM LD3917 - Arcaño y sus Maravillas;
Quadisc 9016 - Orquesta Aragón: Cuban Gold; JVC VAWM, vol. 28.
Aesthetic and/or Crosscultural Application : Present some Tango, Danza &
Danzón examples and explain how the five note pattern in the rhythm section
(cinquillo) connects these musical genres rhythmically.
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Figure #11 – Instruments used in Cuban music:

B2. Merengue: Folk and popular dance-music genre of the Dominican
Republic. The merengue came into vogue by the 1850’s and became the national
dance of the country. This rhythm has its derivative, called Pambiche which is
basically a slower merengue.
Instruments : güira, tambora, accordion, brass, reeds, piano, and bass.
Structure :
Melody and Harmony: tonal.
Rhythm: duple meter.
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Form: 1 - Instrumental introduction.
2 - Verse by solo vocalist.
3 - Chorus Section (a call and response exchange
between improvising soloists and chorus).
Major Composers: Sergio Molina, Rafael Solano, Juan Luis Guerra.
Major Performers: Juan L. Guerra, Francisco Ulloa, Johnny Ventura.
Related Reading Material: Peter Manuel - Popular Musics of the NonWestern World & Caribbean Currents, The Rough Guide for World Music.
Suggested Discography : Globestyle 020 - Francisco Ulloa: Merengue;
Rounder 1130 - Merengue: Dominican Music and Dominican Identity; JVC/
Smithsonian Folkways Video Anthology of Music & Dance of the Americas, vol. 4.

B3. Plena: Song and dance music from Puerto Rico which combines
European and African derived stylistic features. It originated in the southern part
of the island in the town of Ponce, by the beginning of the 20th century. The plena
usually has a narrative text with satirical content or information about current
events.
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Instruments : panderos or pandereta (bass, segunda, requinto); guiro,
concertina. Wind instruments, piano and bass have been added for
commercial purposes.
Structure :
Melody and Harmony: tonal.
Rhythm: duple meter with extensive syncopation.
Form: alternating stanzas and refrain for soloists and chorus.
Major Composers : Manuel Jimenez, Cesar Concepcion, Mon Rivera
Major Performers : Cesar Concepcion, Manuel Jimenez, Mon Rivera.
Related Reading Material: Peter Manuel - Popular Musics of the NonWestern World & Caribbean Currents, The Rough Guide for World Music
Suggested Discography : Ansonia ALP1232 - Manuel Jimenez “Canario” y
su Grupo: Plenas; Tropical 5107 - Cortijo y su Combo: Baile con Cortijo;
JVC/Smithsonian Folkways Video Anthology of Music and Dance of the
Americas, vol. 4.
Aesthetic and/or Crosscultural Application : Ask the students to compare the
musical similarities of the merengue and the plena (meter, bass line figure, piano
pattern, ect.). Request a musical report about detail information about the origins
and development of these musical genres. Ask the students about other musical
styles already studied that were used to inform the public about current
events.
B4. Bomba: Folk song and dance music from Puerto Rico. This style of
music has been traced to the 17th century royal court dance of the Ashanti culture
in Ghana. Nevertheless, it acquired musical and aesthetic flavorings from many
Caribbean islands and different kinds of West African influences. The Bomba in
Puerto Rico developed in the lowland plains of the the island
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where sugar cane was cultivated. During the slavery period, bomba served as both
entertainment in the plantation as

well as a camouflaged form of rebellion in

which salves could congregate without interference and relay communications
about future insurrections. The bomba consists of three basic rhythm complexes:
sicá & holandés in 2/4 or sometimes in

4/4 and the yubá in 6/8 time. There

are 16 variations called sones or seises for all the complexes (2 for the yubá, 1 for
the holandés and 13 for the sicá).
Instruments : 2 barrel-drums (lower-pitched buleador which plays the
basic rhythm and the high-pitched subidor which plays the lead part or the
improvisation); cuá (hollow barrel or bamboo log played with two sticks); maraca
(one large gourd rattle), Wind instruments, piano and bass have been added for
commercial purposes.
Structure :
Melody and Harmony: tonal.
Rhythm: duple and triple meter with extensive syncopation.
Form: call and response
Major Composers & Performers: Rafael Cortijo, Ismael Rivera, Rafael
Cepeda
Related Reading Material: Peter Manuel - Popular Musics of the NonWestern World & Caribbean Currents, The Rough Guide for World Music
Suggested Discography : BJAC#5027 - Grupo Afro-Boricua: Bombazo;
Ansonia 1477 - Cortijo y Kako: Ritmos y Cantos Callejeros; JVC/Smithsonian
Folkways Video Anthology of Music and Dance of the Americas, vol. 4.
Aesthetic and/or Crosscultural Application : Explain to the students that in
this musical style dancing is integral to the music, movements of the dancers
correspond to the sounds on the drum which the lead drummer must follow. In
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this sense, the bomba dancer is also a musician. Ask the students to search for
information about the Cuban Rumba and its similarities to the Bomba in the
aspects of drumming, musical variations and dancing.
Figure #13 - Instruments used in Puerto Rican music:

Country or Region to be studied: Europe
C. Polka : dance music originated in the Bohemian region of the Czech
Republic during the early 19th century. The name is derived from the Czech term
“for a Polish girl,” polska. The polka became extremely popular in the latter part of
the 19th century. Its popularity reached the United States and some parts of Latin
America. The polka was also adapted into the art music repertoire.
Some composers who used this musical style in their compositions are:
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Smetana, Chopin, both Strausses, Stravinsky and many others.
Instruments : Originally played by accordions, clarinets, drums and bass.
Other instruments have been added during its development.
Structure :
Melody and Harmony: tonal with shifts between Major and Minor.
Rhythm : Moderately fast in 2/4 meter.
Form : Ternary (ABA) with eight bars sections and sometimes with
a brief introduction and coda.
Major Composers : Bedrich Smetana, Johann Strauss
Major Performers : Johann Strauss, Frederic Chopin
Related Reading Material: Stanley Sadie, ed./ The New Grove,
Dictionary of Music & Musicians / Vol. 15, PP. 42 - 44
Suggested Discography : BMG/RCA Victor 682235 - Cappuccino Classics;
Playasound 65154 - Eastern Brass Band: Waltzes and Polkas; JVC Video
Anthology of World Music, vol. 21.
Aesthetic and/or Crosscultural Application : The publisher’s notes indicate
that this polka is to be played with a thunder & lighting effects at

different

points in the piece. Ask the students strategies should be used to give the thunder
storm effects to this piece.
History IV - Semester 2
Country or Region to be studied: Africa
D. Nationalistic Art Music : African Suite - The suite can be described as a
collection of contrasting dances which are grouped together into a multi sectional
instrumental work. By the time of the Baroque period in Europe, the suite had on
specific pattern of dance movements: Allemonde, Courante,
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Sarabande, and Gigue. Nevertheless, since the 19th century the dance movements
changed from the original structure to a collection of dances that often had a
nationalistic flavor. The work for this section, Danse Negre, is an
early attempt to fuse African characteristics (especially in the melodic themes )
with the classical sonata form. The composer, Samuel Coleridge-Taylor was born
in London, England in 1875. His mother was English and his father a native from
Sierra Leone. His music reflected Dvorak’s style (his idol) but used African or
African-American subjects and melodies.
Instruments: Orchestra: strings, woodwinds, brass, percussion.
Structure:
Melody and Harmony: Tonal, chromatic, modal, serial,
dodecaphonic (according to the period).
Rhythm: duple - triple - free meter- polyrhytmic.
Form : Four movements (Introduction, A Negro Love Song, Valse,
Danse Negre).
Major Composers of Nationalistic African Arts Music: Samuel ColeridgeTaylor - African Suite (orchestral suite), Fela Sowande Nigerian Folk
Symphony (symphonic work).
Related Reading Material: Samuel E. Floyd, ed./ International Dictionary
of Black Composers, Vol. 15, PP. 42 - 44.
Suggested Discography : Columbia 682235 - Black Composers Series
Aesthetic and/or Crosscultural Application : Ask the students to identify
the African characteristics of this piece (flatted thirds and augmented fourths in the
melody and the shuffle like rhythmic figure through out the piece). Also urge them
to suggest performing effects that could help this musical work to become more
authentic (taking into consideration musical genres already studied).
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Region or Country to be Studied: Middle East
E. Jewish Themes : Folk music from the Jewish communities in Europe, the
U.S. and Israel. Mostly for ceremonies an holidays. The melodies, though
originally European in character, are mostly modal with Arabic embellishments.
These songs represent a synthesis of elements from European and Middle Eastern
folk songs.
Instruments : Violin, accordion, clarinet, drums, bass and piano
(arrangements for full orchestra are also available).
Structure :
Melody & harmony : Tonal, modal .
Rhythm : Fast duple meter.
Form : Verse (AABA), chorus, and improvisation.
Major Composers: This music has passed from generation to generation
in an oral tradition therefore many of its

composers are anonymous or are not

publicly recognized.
Major Performers : Arthur Rubinstein, David Holzman, David Syme.
Suggested Discography : Verdi Int. 25369 - Shalom: Jewish Music; ARC
1298 - 20 Popular Israel Folk Songs.
Aesthetic and/or Crosscultural Application : Ask the students for the
musical characteristics of this piece that relates its performance with happy and
joyful activities.
Region or Country to be studied: Asia
F. Chinese Folk Music: This composition (Yao National Minority Dance) is
based on folk dance melodies of the Yao nationality, (a minority group of the
province of Guangxi in south-central China). This music is very popular
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throughout China, and is often heard in groupings of two or more folk dances
similar to the ones used in this arrangement (this work has four main themes). The
opening pizzicato symbolizes the rhythmic beating of long drums of the Yao people
to call participants to the dance. A lilting melodic theme followed by variations
portray the swaying movement of the women dancers and the increasing excitement
as the men join in. The majority of Chinese music is based on pentatonic scales
which is rooted in the Taoist beliefs of the principles of the Yin (negative) and
Yang (positive). The function of this principle in music, is to maintain harmony by
avoiding the melodic half-steps with the use of the pentatonic scale. The five notes
of a pentatonic scale represent five elements: earth, metal, wood, fire and water.
Other characteristics of Chinese music is the use of texture with prominent
percussion, the use of colorful trills and embellishments in the upper register and
the use of parallel fourths and cross rhythms in the accompaniment.
Instruments : Zheng, Qin, Yangqin, Pipa, Erhu. Western instruments are
used for symphonic adaptations of folk music.
Structure :
Melody: pentatonic.
Harmony: It can be achieved by heterophony, but is not intended
Rhythm: duple meter, free meter.
Form: ABCB1 - Sections A & C are in binary form, B is ternary.
Major Composers and Performers : Chinese Folk music has passed from
generation to generation in an oral tradition therefore many of its composers and
performers are anonymous or are not publicly recognized. Symphonic adaptations
of Chinese folk music have been produced by several composers including: Mao
Yuan, Liu Tieshan, Zhou Long and Wong Guowei among others.
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Suggested Discography : JVC 5017 - Pipes of the Minority People / Liu
Hongjin; Pan 2038 - Baishibai-Songs of the Minority Nationalities; Gallo
822/823 - Folk Instrumental Traditions; JVC Video Anthology of World
Music and Dance, vol. 1,2 & 3.
Aesthetic and/or Crosscultural Application : Explain to the students that this
musical arrangement is an adaptation of a folk dance-music from the Yao people in
China (locate the Guangxi province in the map). After listening to some Chinese
folk music and playing the arrangement, ask the students if they could identify
which Chinese folk instruments could be used to play the different parts of this
arrangement . Explain that the opening section in the strings can

be played by

the pipa, the keyboard part by the yang-chin, and the 1st violin by the erh-hu. Also
ask the students for similar aspects (musical qualities or in the historical
information) between this piece and Kilimanjaro (which also depicts action and
movement by dancers).
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Figure #15 - Instruments used in Chinese music:
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Section III - Performance Component
The performance component of this music curriculum is part of the eight semester program that will cover the appropriate use of knowledge and skills in the
areas of tone, technique, repertoire, instrument care, and interpretation. Emphasis
in music reading , improvisation and interpretation will be made throughout the
course. The performance section will help students to achieve a proficient or
advanced level in Content Standards two, three and five of the National Standards
for Music Education and also a proficient or distinguished level in the Arts
Standards one and two of the Curriculum Framework of the New York State
Education Department.
Objectives
After completing the four levels of achievement (basic, competent,
proficient, and distinguished) the students will be able to:
- demonstrate proper tone production by developing the correct: posture,
intonation , dynamics, breath control, embouchure, endurance, tone quality, right
& left hand placement (winds); bow grip & control, left hand placement, posture,
intonation, dynamics , tone quality (strings); grips, posture, hands placement,
dynamics, tone quality (percussion).
- demonstrate the proper technique to play their instruments by acquiring the
knowledge and the necessary skills to execute the following concepts:
articulations, range, playing positions, strokes, fingerings, scales/modes, arpeggios
rhythmic patterns and meters.
- demonstrate the proper performance of the ensemble repertoire by
acquiring the knowledge and the necessary skills to execute the following
concepts: balance, form, memorization, improvisation, indicated and personal
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interpretation.
- demonstrate the proper knowledge of instrument care.
Brass - Performance I - Semester 1
I. Tone Production.
Posture - Demonstrate proper playing position while standing or sitting
with special attention to both hands.
Intonation - Produce a stable pitch.
Breath Control - Controlled breathing using diaphragmatic support through
the use of analogies: i.e. - “belly-popping,” “balloon blowing,” “push seat to the
floor,” “candle and flame,” etc.
Embouchure - Demonstrate proper placement of mouthpiece and proper
facial muscular control. Maintain embouchure with mouthpiece while inhaling and
exhaling through corners of the mouth.
Endurance - Hold notes for two measures (mm quarter note = 72).
Dynamics - Loud and soft playing (conducted).
II. Technique.
Articulation - Correct tongue placement while producing several tongued
notes on one pitch.
Range -Trumpet / T.C. / French Horn: Middle C to Bb; Trombone / B.C.:
Bb to Ab below middle C; Tuba: C to Bb two octaves below middle C.
Fingering - Perform the normal and alternate fingering needed at this level
as presented in the method book or ensemble literature; and fingering for the
chromatic scale.
Scales - C (without going to the octave), and F Major (going back to
middle C after Bb) for Trp., T.C. and French Horn; Bb (without going to the
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octave) and F Major (going back to C after Bb) for Trombone, B.C. and Tuba.
Chromatic scale for all instruments.
Rhythmic patterns - Whole, half, and quarter notes/rests presented in
individual group notes and combined, according to the basic rhythmic cell of
the music genre to be studied.
Meter - 4/4 - 3/4 (conducted).
Tempo - Adagio / slow tempo (conducted).
III. Repertoire.
Balance - Demonstrate proper performance of instrumentation balance
(strong tone of brass instruments against strings timbre, or the medium level sound
of woodwinds against the resonance of percussive instruments).
Form - Canonic forms (rounds).
Memorization - Play simple melodic lines by memory.
Improvisation - Not expected at this level.
Interpretation - Students will follow the teacher’s conducting interpretation
of the music (dynamics and tempo).
Performance indications for suggested repertoire - Revise the practice
exercises for this level and observe the articulations, dynamics and tempo
markings. Observe dynamics in El Tango for accompaniment passages.
IV. Instrument Care.
Assembly - Students will assembly instruments as instructed.
Maintenance - Students will lubricate and store instruments as directed.
Cleanliness - Students will clean mouthpiece and external surfaces as
directed.
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Brass - Performance I - Semester 2
I. Tone Production.
Posture - Demonstrate proper playing position while standing or sitting
with special attention given to both hands. While sitting or standing, place music
stands in visual line with director.
Intonation - Produce and sustain a stable pitch.
Breath Control - Using diaphragmatic support.
Embouchure - Altering pitch by using embouchure adjustment.
Endurance - Hold notes for three measures (mm quarter note = 72).
Dynamics - Piano, mezzopiano, mezzoforte, forte. Demonstrate the
concepts of crescendo and diminuendo.

II. Technique.
Articulation - Perform simple combinations of tongued and slurred notes.
Range - Trumpet / T.C.: Middle C to C; French Horn: Bb below middle C
to C; Trombone / B.C.: Bb to Bb one octave below middle C; Tuba: C to C one
octave below middle C.
Fingering - Perform the normal and alternate fingering needed at this level
as presented in the method book or ensemble literature; and fingering for the
chromatic scale.
Scales

- C , F Major and concept of relative minor: a, and d natural minor

for Trp., T.C. and French Horn; Bb, F Major and concept of relative minor: g,
and d natural minor for Trombone, B.C. and Tuba. Chromatic scale.
Rhythmic patterns - Eight notes and rests are presented. Simple
syncopated and dotted rhythm patterns. According to the basic rhythmic cell of
the music genre to be studied.
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Meter - 4/4 - 3/4 and 2/4 (conducted).
Tempo - Andante, moderato / medium tempo (conducted).
III. Repertoire.
Balance - Melody and accompaniment balance.
Form - ABA and strophic forms (at a very simple level).
Memorization - Play an eight measure tune by memory.
Improvisation - Not expected at this level.
Interpretation - Students will follow the teacher’s conducting
interpretation of dynamics and tempo.
Performance indications for suggested repertoire - Revise the practice
exercises for this level and observe the articulations, dynamics and tempo
markings in the repertoire.
IV. Instrument Care.
Assembly - Demonstrate careful packing and unpacking of instruments and
proper instrument assembly.
Maintenance - Demonstrate proper application of oil and adjustment of
instrument’s parts (valves & slides).
Cleanliness - Demonstrate proper cleaning procedure & care of instrument.
Brass - Performance II - Semester 1
I. Tone Production.
Posture - Same as Performance 1.
Intonation - Sustain a stable pitch. Play selected intervals in tune.
Breath Control - Controlled breathing using diaphragmatic support.
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Embouchure - Demonstrate proper mouthpiece placement. Maintain
embouchure while inhaling and exhaling.
Endurance - Hold notes for four measures(mm quarter note = 72).
Dynamics - Crescendo and diminuendo from pianissimo to fortissimo
(conducted).
II. Technique.
Articulation -

Demonstrate simple lip slurring, fingering slurs and

contrary(doo) and parallel (loo) slide slur for trombones.
Range - Trumpet / T.C.: Bb below middle C to D one octave above; French
Horn: A below middle C to D one octave above; Trombone / B.C.:

Bb to

middle C; Tuba: Bb to C one octave below middle C.
Fingering - Perform the normal and alternate fingerings/positions needed at
this level as presented in the method book or ensemble literature; and present the
fingerings/positions for the chromatic scale.
Scales

- C , F, G Major and relative minor: a, d and e natural minor for

Trp., T.C. and French Horn; Bb, F, Eb Major and relative minor: g, d and c
natural minor for Trombone, B.C. and Tuba. Chromatic scale for all instruments.
Rhythmic patterns - Eighth notes triplets. According to the basic rhythmic
cell of the music genre to be studied.
Meter - 3/8 and 6/8 (conducted).
Tempo - Allegro / fast tempo (conducted).
Sight reading - Sight read music one level below performance level.
III. Repertoire.
Balance - Demonstrate the difference between homophonic and polyphonic
texture with the curriculum repertoire
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Form - Rondo form.
Memorization - Perform a segment of a solo section or duet by memory.
Improvisation - Not expected at this level.
Interpretation - Continue as Performance 1.
Performance indications for suggested repertoire - Revise the practice
exercises for this level and observe the articulations, dynamics and tempo
markings. Observe trumpet solo part (67 t0 73mm) in Mexican Hat Dance.
IV. Instrument Care
Assembly / Maintenance /Cleanliness - Same as Performance 1
Brass - Performance II - Semester 2
I. Tone Production.
Posture - Same as Performance 1.
Intonation - Match pitches by singing and/or buzzing a simple melody.
Breath Control - Play a single tone demonstrating a continuous crescendo
and decrescendo on one breath (minimum of 8 counts mm=76).
Embouchure - Demonstrate proper mouthpiece placement. Maintain
embouchure while inhaling and exhaling. Proper control of facial muscles.
Endurance - Hold notes for four measures (mm quarter note = 72).
Dynamics - Increase the volume of the music gradually from a pianissimo
marking to fortissimo (going through piano, mezzo piano, mezzo forte and forte /
conducted).
II. Technique.
Articulation - Play simple melodies and major scales using legato, detached
legato, and staccato articulations using eight notes.
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Range - Trp. / T.C.: A below middle C to Eb one octave above; French Horn: F
below middle C to Eb one octave above; Trombone / B.C.: A below middle C to D
above middle C; Tuba: Bb to D one octave below middleC.
Fingering - Perform trills and grace notes with it proper fingering.
Scales and Exercises - C , G, F, Bb, Eb Major and relative minor: a, e, d, g
and c natural minor for Trp., T.C. and French Horn; F, Bb, Eb, C, G Major and
relative minor: d, g, c, a and e natural minor for Trombone, B.C. and Tuba.
Chromatic scale for all instruments.
Rhythmic patterns - 16th notes, dotted eight and more complex syncopation.
According to

the basic rhythmic cell of the music to be studied.

Meter - 2/2, cut time (conducted).
Tempo - Ritardando and accelerando techniques (conducted).
Sight reading - Sight read music one level below performance level.
III. Repertoire.
Balance - Demonstrate with the curriculum repertoire how to blend
melodic and harmonic parts and how to support the instruments timbre with the use
of dynamics.
Form - Recognize call and response forms.
Memorization - Solo or ensemble repertoire.
Improvisation - Improvisation of a theme over a tonic chord vamp.
Interpretation - Students will follow the conductor’s commands and will
make personal suggestions for interpretation.
Performance indications for suggested repertoire - Brass section in Cono
can be lowered one octave, if necessary. Check quarter tones for trombone in
Middle East Medley mm#105, 109, 125, 129.
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IV. Instrument Care.
Assembly / Maintenance /Cleanliness - Same as Performance 1.
Brass - Performance III - Semester 1
I. Tone Production.
Posture, Breath Control, Embouchure, Endurance - Same as Perf. 1 & 2.
Intonation - Sing and play in tune alone and with the ensemble.
Dynamics - Subito from piano to forte (and vice versa).
II. Technique.
Articulation - Play slip slurs in intervals of a third, fourth, fifth and an
octave in eight notes (quarter note = 72).
Range - Trumpet / T.C.: G below middle C to F one octave above; French
Horn: F below middle C to F (two octaves); Trombone / B.C.: A to Eb;

Tuba:

Bb to Eb one octave below middle C.
Fingering - Normal and alternate fingerings for the new notes presented.
Scales and Arpeggios - C , G, D, F, Bb, Eb Major and relative minor: a, e,
b, d, g and c natural minor for Trp., T.C. and French Horn; F, Bb, Eb, C, G, Ab
Major and relative minor: d, g, c, a, e, and f natural minor for Trombone, B.C.
and Tuba. Chromatic scale for all instruments.
Rhythmic patterns - Half, and quarter note triplets. According to the basic
rhythmic cell of the music genre to be studied.
Meter : New time signatures: 3/2, mixed meters.
Tempo - Change of tempo using all the tempo markings from Largo to
Presto (conducted).
Sight reading - Sight read music one level below performance level.
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III. Repertoire.
Balance and Interpretation - Same as Performance 1 and 2.
Form - Popular forms: Intro., verse, refrain, verse, chorus, instrumental
section, chorus, closing section.
Memorization - Solo and ensemble repertoire.
Improvisation - Improvisation of a theme over a one chord vamp (utilize
major, minor and dominant qualities).
Performance indications for suggested repertoire - Revise the practice
exercises for this level and observe the articulations, dynamics and tempo
markings in the repertoire.
IV. Instrument Care.
Assembly / Maintenance /Cleanliness - Same as Performance 1 and 2.
Brass - Performance III - Semester 2
I. Tone Production.
Posture, Breath Control, Embouchure, Endurance - Same as Perf. 1 and 2.
Intonation - Same as Performance 2, Semester 2
Dynamics - Forzando and sforzando / accent and emphasis markings.
II. Technique.
Articulation - Begin double tonguing by playing 16 notes and 16 note
triplets mm quarter note = 80 to 88.
Range - Trumpet / T.C.: G below middle C to F# one octave above; French
Horn: F below middle C to F (two octaves); Trombone / B.C.: A to E; Tuba: Bb to
E one octave below middle C.
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Fingering - Normal and alternate fingerings for the new notes presented.
Scales and Arpeggios - C , G, D, F, Bb, Eb, A Major and relative minor: a,
e, b, d, g, c and f# natural minor for Trp., T.C. and French Horn; F, Bb, Eb, C, G,
Ab, D Major and relative minor: d, g, c, a, e, f and b natural minor for Trombone,
B.C. and Tuba. Chromatic scale for all instruments. Seven major and minor modes.
Rhythmic patterns - Rhythmic shorthand and extended rest marking.
According to the basic rhythmic cell of the music genre to be studied.
Meter - Compound (3/8, 6/8, 9/8, 12/8); duple (4/4, 2/4, 2/2); and triple
meters (3/4, 3/2); compound duple (6/8); and compound triple meter (9/8).
Tempo - Change of tempo using all the tempo markings (conducted).
Sight reading - Sight read music one level below performance level.

III. Repertoire.
Balance and Interpretation - Same as Performance 1 and 2.
Form - Recognize single and compound forms.
Memorization - Solo and ensemble repertoire.
Improvisation - Improvisation of a theme over a two chord progression
(dominant - tonic).
Performance indications for suggested repertoire - Revise the practice
exercises and observe the articulations, dynamics and tempo markings in the
repertoire.
IV. Instrument Care.
Assembly / Maintenance /Cleanliness - Same as Performance 1 and 2.
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Brass - Performance IV - Semester 1
I. Tone Production.
Intonation - Same as Performance 2, Semester 2.
Posture; Breath Control ; Embouchure; Endurance; Dynamics ; Same as
Performance 1, 2 and 3.
II. Technique.
Articulation - Demonstrate double tonguing by playing 16 notes and 16 note
triplets. mm quarter note = 80 to 88.
Range - Trumpet / T.C.: F# below middle C to G one octave above; French
Horn: Eb below middle C to F# one octave above; Trombone / B.C.: A below
middle C to F above middle C; Tuba: Bb to F one octave below middle C.
Fingering - Normal and alternate fingerings needed at this level.
Scales and Arpeggios - C , G, D, A, F, Bb, Eb, Ab Major and relative
minor: a, e, b, f#, d, g, c and f natural minor for Trp., T.C. and French Horn;
F, Bb, Eb, Ab,C, G, D, A Major and relative minor: d, g, c, f, a, e, b and f# natural
minor for Trombone, B.C. and Tuba. Chromatic scale for all instruments.
Pentatonic, whole tone, diminished and blue scale.
Rhythmic patterns - According to the basic rhythmic cell of the music genre
to be studied. Polyrhythmic concept.
Meter -

Complex meters (5/8, 7/8, 5/4).

Tempo - Maestoso, Marcia, Rubato.
Sight reading - Sight read music one level below performance level.
III. Repertoire.
Balance - Same as Performance 1, 2 and 3.
Form - Sonata form (complex concept within a multi-movement work).
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Memorization -Continue memorization for solo and ensemble repertoire.
Improvisation - Improvisation over a blues progression.
Interpretation - Same as Performance 1, 2 and 3.
Performance indications for suggested repertoire - Revise the practice
exercises for this level and observe the articulations, dynamics and tempo
markings in the repertoire.
IV. Instrument Care.
Assembly - Same as Performance 1, 2 and 3.
Maintenance - Students will demonstrate how to select instrument’s
accessories (oil, mouthpiece, etc.) for they daily use.
Cleanliness - Same as Performance 1, 2 and 3.
Brass - Performance IV - Semester 2
I. Tone Production.
Posture, Breath Control, Embouchure, Endurance, Dynamics, - Same as
Performance 1, 2 and 3.
Intonation - Same as Performance 2, Semester 2
II. Technique.
Articulation - Perform efficiently any type of articulated passage.
Range - Trumpet / T.C.: F# below middle C to G (A) one octave above;
French Horn: C below middle C to G one octave above; Trombone / B.C.: A below
middle C to F above middle C; Tuba: Bb to F one octave below middle C.
Fingering - Demonstrate the use of mechanical adjustments and alternate
fingerings involving 4th valves, triggers and slides in literature studied at this level.
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Scales and exercises - C , G, D, A, E, F, Bb, Eb, Ab Major and relative
minor: a, e, b, f#, c#, d, g, c and f natural minor for Trp., T.C. and French Horn; F,
Bb, Eb, Ab,C, G, D, A, E Major and relative minor: d, g, c, f, a, e, b, f# and c#
natural minor for Trombone, B.C. and Tuba. Chromatic scale for all instruments.
Continuation of pentatonic, whole tone, diminished and blues scales. Brief
introduction to non western melodic patterns (maqam, ragas, slendro, pelog).
Rhythmic patterns - Basic rhythmic cell of the music genre to be studied.
Continuation of polyrhythmic exercises.
Meter -

Complex meters (5/8, 7/8, 5/4).

Tempo - Morendo, stringendo, tranquillo.
Sight reading - Sight read music one level below performance level.

III. Repertoire.
Balance, Interpretation - Same as Performance 1, 2 and 3.
Form - Free style form and non western structures.
Memorization - Solo and ensemble repertoire.
Improvisation - Improvisation over a musical piece’s harmonic structure.
Performance indications for suggested repertoire - Revise the practice
exercises for this level and observe the articulations, dynamics and tempo
markings in the repertoire.
IV. Instrument Care.
Assembly - Same as Performance 1, 2 and 3.
Maintenance - Students will demonstrate how to repair minor problems
(valve adjustment & missing parts replacement)
Cleanliness - Same as Performance 1, 2 and 3.
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Woodwinds - Performance I - Semester 1
I. Tone Production.
Posture - Demonstrate proper playing position while standing or sitting
with special attention to both hands.
Intonation - Produce a stable pitch.
Breath Control - Controlled breathing using diaphragmatic support through
the use of analogies: i.e. - “belly-popping,” “balloon blowing,” “push seat to the
floor,” “candle and flame,” etc..
Embouchure - Demonstrate proper placement of mouthpiece or reeds and
proper facial muscular control. Maintain embouchure with mouthpiece while
inhaling and exhaling.
Endurance - Hold notes for two measures(mm quarter note = 72).
Dynamics - Loud and soft playing (conducted).
II. Technique.
Articulation - Correct tongue placement while producing several tongued
notes on one pitch.
Range - Flute: F above middle C to F one octave above; oboe: F above
middle C to F one octave above; Clarinet: middle C to Bb above; Low clarinet:
middle C to Bb; Bassoon: Bb one octave and a second below middle C to Ab
below middle C; Saxophone: G above middle C to F one octave above.
Fingering - Perform the normal and alternate fingerings/positions needed at
this level as presented in the method book or ensemble literature;
and present the fingerings/positions for the chromatic scale.
Scales and exercises - Fl., ob, cl., low cl. and bassoon: F and C Major;
saxophones: G and C Major. Go back as necessary to complete the scale.
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Rhythmic patterns - Whole, half, and quarter notes/rests presented in
individual group notes and combined. According to the basic rhythmic cell
of the music

genre to be studied.

Meter - 4/4 - 3/4 (conducted).
Tempo - Adagio / slow tempo (conducted).
III. Repertoire
Balance - Demonstrate proper performance of instrumentation balance
(strong tone of brass instruments against strings timbre, or the medium level sound
of woodwinds against the resonance of percussive instruments).
Form - Canonic forms (rounds).
Memorization - Play simple melodic lines by memory.
Improvisation - Not expected at this level.
Interpretation - Students will follow the teacher’s conducting
interpretation of the music (dynamics and tempo).
Performance indications for suggested repertoire - Revise the practice
exercises for this level and observe the articulations, dynamics and tempo
markings in the repertoire.
IV. Instrument Care.
Assembly - Students will assembly instruments as instructed, including
mouthpiece and reed placement.
Maintenance - Students will lubricate and store instruments as directed.
Cleanliness - Students will clean mouthpiece and bore as directed.
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Woodwinds - Performance I - Semester 2
I. Tone Production.
Posture - Demonstrate proper playing position while standing or sitting
with special attention given to both right and left hand positions. While sitting or
standing, place music stand in visual line with director.
Intonation - Produce and sustain a stable pitch.
Breath Control - Using diaphragmatic support.
Embouchure - Altering pitch by using embouchure adjustment.
Endurance - Hold notes for three measures(mm quarter note = 72).
Dynamics - Piano, mezzo piano, mezzo forte, forte. Demonstrate the
concepts of crescendo and diminuendo (conducted).

II. Technique.
Articulation -Perform various simple combinations of tongued and slurred
notes (breath attack, tongue brush, ect.).
Range - Flute: F above middle C to Bb one octave above; oboe: D above
middle C to F one octave above; Clarinet: G below middle C to Bb above middle
C; Low clarinet: G below middle C to Bb; Bassoon: Ab one octave and a third
below middle C to Ab below middle C; Saxophone: D above middle C to F one
octave above.
Fingering - Perform the normal and alternate fingerings/positions needed at
this level as presented in the method book or ensemble literature;

and present

the fingerings/positions for the chromatic scale.
Scales and Exercises - F, C Major and concept of relative minor: d and a
natural minor for Fl., ob, cl., low cl. and bassoon ; G, C Major and concept of
relative minor: e and a natural minor for saxophones.
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Rhythmic patterns - Eight notes and rests are presented. Simple syncopated
and dotted rhythm patterns. According to the basic rhythmic cell of
the music genre to be studied.
Meter - 4/4 - 3/4 and 2/4 (conducted).
Tempo - Andante, moderato / medium tempo (conducted).
III. Repertoire.
Balance - Melody and accompaniment balance.
Form - ABA and strophic forms (at a very simple level).
Memorization - Play an eight measure tune by memory.
Improvisation - Not expected at this level.
Interpretation - Students will follow the teacher’s conducting
interpretation of dynamics and tempo.
Performance indications for suggested repertoire - Revise practice
exercises at this level and observe the articulations, dynamics and tempo markings.
IV. Instrument Care.
Assembly - Demonstrate proper instrument assembly. Students will
assembly together reeds and mouthpiece without teachers’ support.
Maintenance - Demonstrate proper application of grease and adjustment of
instrument’s parts (screws and keys).
Cleanliness - Use a piece of cloth to dry the inside part of the instrument.
Woodwinds - Performance II - Semesters 1
I. Tone Production.
Posture - Same as Performance 1.
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Intonation - Sustain a stable pitch. Play selected intervals in tune.
Breath Control - Controlled breathing using diaphragmatic support.
Embouchure - Demonstrate proper mouth and muscle formation and
mouthpiece placement (reeds).
Endurance - Hold notes for four measures (quarter note = 72).
Dynamics - Crescendo and diminuendo from pianissimo to fortissimo
(conducted).
II. Technique.
Articulation - Play slurs in intervals of a third, fourth, fifth and an octave in
eight notes (quarter note = 72).
Range - Flute: D above middle C to Bb one octave and a 7th above; oboe:
Middle C to G one octave and a fifth above; Clarinet: G below middle C to C
above middle C; Low clarinet: G below middle C to Bb; Bassoon: G an octave and
a fourth below middle C to Ab below middle C; Saxophone: D above middle C to
G one octave above.
Fingering - Perform the normal and alternate fingerings/positions needed at
this level as presented in the method book or ensemble literature;
and present the fingerings/positions for the chromatic scale.
Scales and Exercises - F, C, Bb Major and concept of relative minor: d, a
and g natural minor for Fl., bassoon and ob.; F, C, G Major and concept of
relative minor: d, a and e natural minor for cl. and low cl. and; G, C, F Major and
concept of relative minor: e, a and d natural minor for saxophones.
Rhythmic patterns - Eight notes triplets. According to the basic rhythmic cell
of the music genre to be studied.
Meter - 3/8 and 6/8 (conducted).
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Tempo - Allegro / fast tempo (conducted).
Sight reading - Sight read music one level below performance level.
III. Repertoire.
Balance - Demonstrate the differentiate between homophonic and
polyphonic texture with the curriculum repertoire.
Form - Rondo form.
Memorization - Perform a segment of a solo section or duet by memory.
Improvisation - Not expected at this level.
Interpretation - Continue as Performance 1.
Performance indications for suggested repertoire - Revise the practice
Exercise7 and observe the articulations, dynamics and tempo markings.
IV. Instrument Care
Assembly - Maintenance - Cleanliness - Same as Performance 1.
Woodwinds - Performance II - Semester 2
I. Tone Production.
Posture - Same as Performance 1.
Intonation - Match the pitches of a simple melody by singing and
performing the melodic line on the instruments.
Breath Control - Play a single tone demonstrating a continuous crescendo
and decrescendo on one breath (minimum of 8 counts mm=76).
Embouchure - Demonstrate proper mouth and muscle formation and
mouthpiece placement. Maintain embouchure while inhaling and exhaling.
Proper control of facial muscles.
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Endurance - Development of the ability to hold notes for four
measures(mm quarter note = 72).
Dynamics - Increase the volume of the music gradually from a pianissimo
marking to fortissimo (going through piano, mezzopiano, mezzoforte and forte)
(conducted).
II. Technique.
Articulation - Play melodies and major scales using legato, detached legato,
and staccato articulations using eight notes (quarter note = 120).
Range - Flute: D above middle C to Bb one octave and a 7th above; oboe:
Middle C to G one octave and a fifth above; Clarinet: G below middle C to C
above middle C; Low clarinet: G below middle C to C; Bassoon: G an octave and a
fourth

below middle C to Ab below middle C; Saxophone: D above middle

C to G one octave above.
Fingering - Perform trills and grace notes with proper fingering.
Scales and Exercises -: F, C, Bb, G, Eb Major and concept of relative
minor: d, a, g, e and c natural minor for Fl., bassoon and ob.; F, C, G, D, Eb
Major and concept of relative minor: d, a, e, b and c natural minor for cl. and low
cl.; G, C, F, D, Eb Major and concept of relative minor: e, a, d, b, and c
natural minor for saxophones.
Rhythmic patterns - 16th notes, dotted eight and more complex syncopation.
According to the basic rhythmic cell of the music genre to be
studied.
Meter - 2/2, cut time (conducted).
Tempo - Ritardando and accelerando techniques (conducted).
Sight reading - Sight read music one level below the performance level.
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III. Repertoire.
Balance - Demonstrate with the curriculum repertoire how to blend
melodic and harmonic parts and how to support the instruments timbre with the use
of dynamics.
Form - Call and response forms.
Memorization - Solo or ensemble repertoire.
Improvisation - Improvisation of a theme over a tonic chord vamp.
Interpretation - Students will follow the conductor’s interpretations and will
make personal suggestions for interpretation.
Performance indications for suggested repertoire - Revise the practice
exercises for this level and observe the articulations, dynamics and tempo
markings. Practice G minor scale for Middle East Medley (second song) and F
Phrygian (last song).
IV. Instrument Care.
Assembly, Maintenance, Cleanliness - Same as Performance 1.
Woodwinds - Performance III - Semester 1
I. Tone Production.
Posture, Breath Control, Embouchure, Endurance - Same as Perf. 1 and 2.
Intonation - Sing and play in tune alone and with the ensemble.
Dynamics - Subito from piano to forte (and viceversa).
II. Technique.
Articulation - Perform various combinations of slurring and tonguing 1-3,
3-1, 2 - 2, 1-2-1.
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Range - Flute: Middle C to C two octaves above; oboe: Middle C to G one
octave and a fifth above; Clarinet: G below middle C to G two octaves
above; Low clarinet: G below middle C to D a ninth above middle C; Bassoon: F
an octave and a fifth below middle C to B below middle C; Saxophone: D above
middle C to A one octave above.
Fingering - Normal and alternate fingerings for new notes.
Scales and Exercises - F, C, Bb, G, Eb, D Major and concept of relative
minor: d, a, g, e, c and b natural minor for Fl., bassoon and ob.; F, C, G, D, Eb, Bb
Major and concept of relative minor: d, a, e, b, c and g natural minor for cl. and
low cl.; G, C, F, D, Eb, Bb Major and concept of relative minor: e, a, d, b, c and g
natural minor for saxophones.
Rhythmic patterns - Half, and quarter note triplets. According to the basic
rhythmic cell of the music genre to be studied.
Meter : New time signatures: 3/2, mixed meters.
Tempo - Change of tempo using all the tempo markings from Largo to
Presto (conducted).
Sight reading - Sight read music one level below performance level.
III. Repertoire.
Balance - Same as Performance 1 and 2.
Form - Popular forms: eg. Intro., verse, refrain, verse, chorus, instrumental
section, chorus, closing section.
Memorization - Solo and ensemble repertoire.
Improvisation - Improvisation of a theme over a one chord vamp (utilize
major, minor and dominant qualities).
Interpretation - Same as Performance 1 and 2.
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Performance indications for suggested repertoire - Revise the practice
exercises and observe the articulations, dynamics and tempo markings.
IV. Instrument Care.
Assembly - Maintenance -Cleanliness - Same as Performance 1 and 2.
Woodwinds - Performance III - Semester 2
I. Tone Production.
Posture - Same as Performance 1.
Intonation - Sing and play in tune alone and with the ensemble.
Breath Control - Embouchure - Endurance - Same as Performance 1 & 2.
Dynamics - Forzando and sforzando / accent and emphasis markings
II. Technique
Articulation - Begin working on double and triple tonguing by playing 16
notes and 16 note triplets. mm quarter note = 90 to 96.
Range - Flute: Middle C to C two octaves above; oboe: Middle C to G one
octave and a fifth above; Clarinet: G below middle C to G two octaves above; Low
clarinet: G below middle C to D a ninth above middle C; Bassoon: F an octave
and a fifth below middle C to B below middle C; Saxophone: D above middle C to
A one octave above.
Fingering - Normal and alternate fingerings for new notes .
Scales and Exercises - F, C, Bb, G, Eb, D, A Major and concept of relative
minor: d, a, g, e, c, b and f# natural minor for Fl., bassoon and ob.; F, C,
G, D, Eb,Bb, A Major and concept of relative minor: d, a, e, b, c, g and f# natural
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minor for cl. and low cl.; G, C, F, D, Eb, Bb, A Major and concept of relative
minor: e, a, d, b, c, g and f# natural minor for saxophones. Seven major and minor
modes.
Rhythmic patterns - Rhythmic shorthand and extended rest marking.
According to the basic rhythmic cell of the music genre to be studied.
Meter - Understanding of compound (3/8, 6/8, 9/8, 12/8); duple (4/4, 2/4,
2/2); triple meters (3/4, 3/2); compound duple (6/8); & compound triple meter(9/8).
Tempo - Change of tempo using all the tempo markings (conducted).
Sight reading - Sight read music one level below performance level.
III. Repertoire.
Balance - Same as Performance 1 and 2.
Form - Recognize single and compound forms.
Memorization - Solo and ensemble repertoire.
Improvisation - Improvisation of a theme over a two chord progression
(dominant - tonic).
Interpretation - Same as Performance 1 and 2.
Performance indications for suggested repertoire - Revise the practice
exercises for this level and observe the articulations, dynamics and tempo.
IV. Instrument Care.
Assembly - Maintenance -Cleanliness - Same as Performance 1 and 2.
Woodwinds - Performance IV - Semester 1
I. Tone Production.
Posture - Same as Performance 1, 2 and 3.
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Intonation - Sing and play in tune alone and with the ensemble.
Breath Control - Embouchure - Endurance, Dynamics - Same as
Performance 1, 2 and 3.
II. Technique.
Articulation - Perform flutter tonguing by playing 16 notes, 32 notes,
embellishments or grace notes.
Range - Flute: Middle C to Eb two octaves and a third above; oboe: Middle
C to A one octave and a sixth above; Clarinet: F below middle C to A an
octave an a sixth above middle C; Low clarinet: G below middle C to G an octave
and a fifth above middle C; Bassoon: Eb an octave and a sixth below middle C to
D above middle C; Saxophone: D above middle C to B one octave and a seventh
above middle C.
Fingering - Perform efficiently normal and alternate fingerings needed at
this level.
Scales and Exercises - F, C, Bb, G, Eb, D, A, Ab Major and concept of
relative minor: d, a, g, e, c, b, f# and f natural minor for Fl., bassoon and ob.; F, C,
G, D, Eb,Bb, A, Ab Major and concept of relative minor: d, a, e, b, c, g, f#
and f natural minor for cl. and low cl.; G, C, F, D, Eb, Bb, A, Ab Major and
concept of relative minor: e, a, d, b, c, g, f#, f natural minor for saxophones.
Continuation of modes. Pentatonic, whole tone, diminished and blue scale.
Rhythmic patterns - According to the basic rhythmic cell of the music genre
to be studied. Polyrhythmic concept. 32 notes could be introduced.
Meter -

Complex meters (5/8, 7/8, 5/4).

Tempo - Maestoso, Marcia, Rubato.
Sight reading - Sight read music one level below performance.
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III. Repertoire.
Balance - Same as Performance 1, 2 and 3.
Form - Sonata form (complex concept within a multi-movement work).
Memorization - Solo and ensemble repertoire.
Improvisation - Improvisation over a blues progression.
Interpretation - Same as Performance 1, 2 and 3.
Performance indications for suggested repertoire - Revise the practice
exercises for this level and observe the articulations, dynamics and tempo
markings with the repertoire.
IV. Instrument Care.
Assembly - Same as Performance 1, 2 and 3.
Maintenance - Discriminate among the quality, brand and type of
instruments, reeds and accessories.
Cleanliness - Same as Performance 1, 2 and 3.
Woodwinds - Performance IV - Semester 2
I. Tone Production.
Intonation - Sing and play in tune alone and with the ensemble.
Posture - Breath Control - Embouchure - Endurance - Dynamics Same as Performance 1, 2 & 3.
II. Technique.
Articulation - Perform efficiently any type of articulated passage.
Range - Flute: Middle C to Eb two octaves and a third above; oboe: Middle
C to Bb one octave and a seventh above; Clarinet: F below middle C to
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C two octaves above middle C; Low clarinet: G below middle C to G an octave
and a fifth above middle C; Bassoon: Eb an octave and a sixth below middle C to
D above middle C; Saxophone: D above middle C to C two octaves above
middle C.
Fingering - Demonstrate the use of mechanical adjustments and alternate
fingerings.
Scales and Exercises - F, C, Bb, G, Eb, D, A, Ab, E Major and concept of
relative minor: d, a, g, e, c, b, f#, f and c# natural minor for Fl., bassoon and ob.;
F, C, G, D, Eb,Bb, A, Ab, E Major and concept of relative minor: d, a, e, b, c, g, f#,
f and c# natural minor for cl. and low cl.; G, C, F, D, Eb, Bb, A, Ab, E Major and
concept of relative minor: e, a, d, b, c, g, f#, f and c# natural minor for
saxophones. Continuation of pentatonic, whole tone, diminished and blues scales.
Brief introduction to non western melodic patterns (maqam, ragas, slendro, pelog
ect.).
Rhythmic patterns - According to the basic rhythmic cell of the music genre
to be studied. Continuation of polyrhythmic exercises.
Meter -

Complex meters (5/8, 7/8, 5/4).

Tempo - Morendo, stringendo, tranquillo.
Sight reading - Sight read literature one level below performance level.
III. Repertoire.
Balance and Interpretation - Same as Performance 1, 2 and 3.
Form - Free style form and non - western structures.
Memorization - Solo and ensemble repertoire.
Improvisation - Improvisation over the harmonic structure of a musical
piece.
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Performance indications for suggested repertoire - Revise the practice
exercises for this level and observe the articulations, dynamics and tempo
markings.
IV. Instrument Care.
Assembly - Same as Performance 1, 2 and 3.
Maintenance - Students will demonstrate how to repair minor problems
(cork & screws replacement)
Cleanliness - Same as Performance 1, 2 and 3.
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Strings - Performance I - Semester 1
I. Tone Production.
Posture - Demonstrate proper playing position standing and sitting, holding
the violin with (arco) and without the bow (pizzicato).
Intonation - Demonstrate beginning skills to sustain given pitch. Stroke
repetition, constant listening for accurate pitch and rote exercises should be
implemented at this level.
Bow Control - Demonstrate tone support by drawing a straight bow at even
speed. Bow hold exercises should be given so that the wrist and fingers should be
flexible with a feeling of the bow being balanced rather than gripped.
Left Hand Position

- Demonstrate correct left-hand placement.

Fingertips firmly pressed on the string in order to achieve good intonation.
Dynamics - Loud and soft playing (conducted).
II. Technique.
Articulation - Détaché and legato bowing on one pitch.
Knowledge of down bow (the bow is pulled) and up bow ( the bow is pushed).
Finger Patterns - Violin and viola: 0 1 23 4, 0 12 3 4; cello: 0 1 34, 0 12 4;
Bass: 0 1 4, 0 12.
Positions - First.
Scales and Arpeggios - Violin: D, A; viola/cello: G, D; bass: D, G.
Rhythmic patterns - Whole, half, and quarter notes/rests presented in
individual group notes and combined. According to the basic rhythmic cell of
the music genre to be studied.
Meter - 4/4 - 3/4 (conducted).
Tempo - Adagio / slow tempo (conducted).
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III. Repertoire.
Balance - Demonstrate proper performance of instrumentation balance
(strong tone of brass instruments against strings timbre, or the medium level sound
of woodwinds against the resonance of percussive instruments).
Form - Canonic forms (rounds).
Memorization - Play simple melodic lines by memory.
Improvisation - Not expected at this level.
Interpretation - Students will follow the teacher’s conducting interpretation
of the music (dynamics and tempo).
Performance indications for suggested repertoire - Revise the practice
exercises for this level and observe the articulations, dynamics, tempo and
especially bowing markings (some publishers provide suggested fingering).
IV. Instrument Care.
Adjustment and Tuning - Correct bow hair tension. Consult with teacher for
tuning (use tailpiece adjusters).
Maintenance - Demonstrate proper handling of the instrument while taking
it out of the case. Rosin the bow regularly and loosen the hair after each use.
Should a hair break, clip it off with a scissors, do not pull it out. Do not loosen the
strings when storing the instruments.
Cleanliness - Wipe off instrument and bow (not the hair) after each use.
Strings - Performance I - Semester 2
I. Tone Production.
Posture - Demonstrate proper playing position standing and sitting, holding
the violin with (arco) and without the bow (pizzicato).
Intonation - Students will begin to match another similar pitch.
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Bow Control - Knowledge of the following facts: increasing pressure makes
louder tones; decreasing pressure makes softer tones; increasing the bow speed
makes louder tones; decreasing speed makes softer tones; bow close to the bridge
makes a richer, louder sound; bow close to the fingerboard makes a softer tone.
Left Hand Position

- Demonstrate correct left-hand placement.

Fingertips firmly pressed on the string in order to achieve good intonation.
Dynamics - Piano, mezzo piano, mezzo forte, forte. Demonstrate crescendo
and diminuendo (conducted).
II. Technique.
Articulation - Students will perform simple slurs (2 to a bow).
Finger Patterns - Same as Semester I.
Positions - First; bass half position.
Scales and Arpeggios - Violin: D and A Major and parallel minors: b, and
f# natural minor; viola/cello: G and D Major and parallel minors: e and b natural
minors; bass: D and G Major and parallel minors: b and e natural minors.
Rhythmic patterns - Eight notes and rests are presented. Simple syncopated
and dotted rhythm patterns. According to the basic rhythmic cell of
genre to be studied.
Meter - 4/4 - 3/4 and 2/4 (conducted).
Tempo - Andante, moderato / medium tempo (conducted).
II. Repertoire.
Balance - Knowledge of melody and accompaniment balance.
Form - ABA and strophic forms (at a very simple level).

the music
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Memorization - Play an eight measure tune by memory.
Improvisation - Not expected at this level.
Interpretation - Students will follow the teacher’s conducting interpretation
of dynamics and tempo.
Performance indications for suggested repertoire - Revise the practice
exercises for this level and observe the articulations, dynamics, tempo and
especially bowing markings (some publishers provide the suggested fingering)
IV. Instrument Care.
Adjustment and Tuning - Demonstrate the knowledge for the correct bow
hair tension. Consult with teacher for tuning ( use tailpiece adjusters).
Maintenance - Demonstrate proper handling of the instrument while taking
it out of the case. Rosin the bow regularly and loosen the hair after each use.
Should a hair break, clip it off with a scissors, do not pull it out. Do not loosen the
strings when storing the instruments.
Cleanliness - Wipe off the instrument and bow with a lint-free cloth (not the
hair) after each use. Use violin polish.
Strings - Performance I I - Semester 1
I. Tone Production.
Posture - Same as Performance I.
Intonation - Begin playing intervals in tune.
Bow Control - Demonstrate tone support by pressure-release bow grip.
Left Hand Position

- Same as Performance I.

Dynamics - Crescendo and diminuendo from pianissimo to fortissimo
(conducted).
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II. Technique.
Articulation - Non legato (détaché) and staccato bowing on different
pitches.
Finger Patterns - Violin and viola: 01 2 3 4, 0 1 2 34; cello: 1 2 4 (upward
extension), 1 2 4 (lowered extension); Bass: 0 1 4, 0 12, 0 2 4.
Positions - Violin and viola: first and shift to third position; cello: first to
fourth position; bass: first and half position.
Scales and Arpeggios - Violin: D, A, G Major and parallel minors: b, f#, e
natural minor; viola: G, D, C Major and parallel minors: e, b and a natural minors;
cello: G, D and F Major and parallel minors: e, b and d natural minors; bass: D, G,
F Major and parallel minors: b, e and d natural minors.
Rhythmic patterns - Eight notes triplets. According to the basic rhythmic cell
of the music genre to be studied.
Meter - 3/8 and 6/8 (conducted).
Tempo - Andante, moderato / medium tempo (conducted).
III. Repertoire
Balance - Knowledge of melody and accompaniment balance.
Form - ABA and strophic forms (at a very simple level).
Memorization - Perform a segment of a solo section or duet by memory.
Improvisation - Not expected at this level.
Interpretation - Continue as Performance 1.
Performance indications for suggested repertoire - Revise the practice
exercises for this level and observe the articulations, dynamics, tempo and
especially bowing markings (some publishers provide the suggested fingering).

IV. Instrument Care.
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Adjustment and tuning - Maintenance -Cleanliness - Same as
Performance 1.
Strings - Performance II - Semester 2
I. Tone Production.
Posture - Same as Performance 1.
Intonation - Begin playing in tune with others.
Bow Control, Left Hand Position - Same as Performance II / semester 1.
Dynamics - Increase the volume of the music gradually from a pianissimo
marking to fortissimo (going through piano, mezzopiano, mezzoforte and forte)
(conducted).

II. Technique.
Articulation - Perform three and four note slurs.
Finger Patterns - Same as Performance II / semester 1.
Positions - Same as Performance II / semester 1.
Scales and Arpeggios - Violin: D, A, G, C, F Major and parallel minors: b,
f#, e, a and d natural minor; viola: G, D, C, F, Bb Major and parallel minors: e, b,
a, d and g natural minors; cello: G, D, F, C, Bb Major and parallel minors: e, b, d, a
and g natural minors; bass: D, G, F, C, Bb Major and parallel minors: b, e, d, a and
g natural minors.
Rhythmic patterns - 16th notes, dotted eight and more complex syncopation.
According to the basic cell of the music genre to be studied.
Meter - 2/2, cut time (conducted).
Tempo - Ritardando and accelerando techniques (conducted).
Sight reading - Sight read music one level below performance level.
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III. Repertoire.
Balance - Demonstrate with the curriculum repertoire how to blend
melodic and harmonic parts and how to support the instruments timbre with the use
of dynamics.
Form - Call and response forms.
Memorization - Solo or ensemble repertoire.
Improvisation - Improvisation of a theme over a tonic chord vamp.
Interpretation - Students will follow the conductor’s interpretations & will
make personal suggestions for interpretation. Exhibits uniform bowing with section.
Performance indications for suggested repertoire - Revise the practice
exercises for this level and observe the articulations, dynamics, tempo and
especially bowing markings (some publishers provide the suggested fingering).
Check quarter tones for Middle East Medley mm#105, 109, 125, 129; and
pizzicato for lower strings mm#53 & 97.
IV. Instrument Care.
Adjustment and Tuning - Same as Performance 1.
Maintenance - Students will repairs minor problems (replacement of strings
and bridges)
Cleanliness - Same as Performance 1.
Strings - Performance III - Semester 1
I. Tone Production.
Posture - Same as Performance 1 and 2.
Intonation - Sing and play in tune alone and with the ensemble.
Bow Control - Continue intensity practice on all strings.
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Left Hand Position - Begin to use vibrato.
Dynamics - Subito from piano to forte (and viceversa).
II. Technique.
Articulation - Demonstrate varied bowing strokes with emphasis on slurring
and detached bowing (include spiccato and martele).
Finger Patterns - Sevcik combinations of semitones.
Positions - Violin and viola: third and fifth; cello: second, third and fourth;
bass: fourth and fifth.
Scales and Arpeggios - Violin: D, A, G, C, F, Bb Major and parallel
minors: b, f#, e, a, d and g natural minor; viola: G, D, C, F, Bb, Eb Major and
parallel minors: e, b, a, d, g and c natural minors; cello: G, D, F, C, Bb, Eb Major
and parallel minors: e, b, d, a, g and c natural minors; bass: D, G, F, C, Bb, A
Major and parallel minors: b, e, d, a, g and f# natural minors.
Rhythmic patterns - Half, and quarter note triplets. According to the basic
rhythmic cell of the music genre to be studied.
Meter : New time signatures: 3/2, mix meters.
Tempo - Change of tempo using tempo markings from Largo to Presto.
Sight reading - Sight read music at one level below performance level.
III. Repertoire.
Balance - Same as Performance 1 and 2.
Form - Popular forms: eg. Intro., verse, refrain, verse, chorus, instrumental
section, chorus, closing section.
Memorization - Solo and ensemble repertoire.
Improvisation - Improvisation of a theme over a one chord vamp (utilize
major, minor and dominant qualities).
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Interpretation - Same as Performance 1 and 2.
Performance indications for suggested repertoire - Revise the practice
exercises for this level and observe the articulations, dynamics, tempo and
especially bowing markings (some publishers provide the suggested fingering).
Note that violin section in Cono (mm. 28 to 66 and from mm.99 to 123) can be
tacet if passage is too difficult for the students (they can double cello part).
IV. Instrument Care.
Adjustment and Tuning - Students will begin to tune their instruments.
Maintenance - Same as Performance 1 and 2.
Cleanliness - Same as Performance 1 and 2.
Strings - Performance III - Semester 2
I. Tone Production.
Posture - Same as Performance 1 and 2.
Intonation - Sing and play in tune alone and with the ensemble.
Bow Control - Continue practice on all strings.
Left Hand Position - The students will work toward a controlled vibrato.
Dynamics - Forzando and sforzando / accent and emphasis markings.
II. Technique.
Articulation - Demonstrate varied bowing strokes with emphasis on slurring
and detached bowing (include tremolo and double stops).
Finger Patterns - Sevcik combinations of semitones.
Positions - Violin and viola: third and fifth; cello: second, third and fourth;
bass: fourth and fifth.
Scales and Arpeggios - Violin: D, A, G, C, F, Bb, Eb Major and parallel
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minors: b, f#, e, a,d, g and c natural minor; viola: G, D, C, F, Bb, Eb, A Major and
parallel minors: e, b, a, d, g, c and f# natural minors; cello: G, D, F, C, Bb, Eb, A
Major and parallel minors: e, b, d, a, g, c and f# natural minors; bass: D, G, F, C,
Bb, A, Eb Major and parallel minors: b, e, d, a, g, f# and c natural minor. Seven
major and minor modes.
Rhythmic patterns - Rhythmic shorth and and extended rest marking.
According to the basic rhythmic cell of the music genre to be studied.
Meter -

Demonstrate knowledge of compound (3/8, 6/8, 9/8, 12/8); duple

(4/4, 2/4, 2/2); triple meters (3/4, 3/2); compound duple (6/8); and
compound triple meter (9/8).
Tempo - Change of tempo using all the tempo markings (conducted).
Sight reading - Sight read literature one level below performance level.
III. Repertoire.
Balance - Same as Performance 1 and 2.
Form - Recognize single and compound forms.
Memorization - Solo and ensemble repertoire.
Improvisation - Improvisation of a theme over a two chord progression
(I – V).
Interpretation - Same as Performance 1 and 2.
Performance indications for suggested repertoire - Revise the practice
exercises for this level and observe the articulations, dynamics, tempo and
especially bowing markings (some publishers provide the suggested fingering).
IV. Instrument Care.
Adjustment and Tuning, Maintenance, Cleanliness - Same as Perf. 1 and 2.
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Strings - Performance IV - Semester 1
I. Tone Production.
Posture - Same as Performance 1,2 and 3.
Intonation - Sing and play in tune alone and with the ensemble.
Bow Control - Continue practice on all strings.
Left Hand Position - The students will demonstrate a controlled vibrato.
Dynamics - Same as Performance 1, 2 and 3.
II. Technique.
Articulation - Demonstrate the following bowing techniques: ricochet,
advanced slurs with ties, sul ponticello, sul tasto and sautille.
Finger Patterns - Sevcik combinations of semitones.
Positions - Violin and viola: second and fourth; cello and bass: thumb.
Scales and Arpeggios - Violin: D, A, G, C, F, Bb, Eb, Ab Major and
parallel minors: b, f#, e, a, d, g, c, and f natural minor; viola: G, D, C, F, Bb, Eb, A,
E Major and parallel minors: e, b, a, d, g, c, f# and c# natural minor; cello: G, D, F,
C, Bb, Eb, A, E Major and parallel minors: e, b, d, a, g, c, f# and c# natural minor;
bass: D, G, F, C, Bb, A, Eb, E Major and parallel minor: b, e, d, a, g, f#, c and c#
natural minor. Continuation of modes. Pentatonic, whole tone, diminished and blue
scale.
Rhythmic patterns - According to the basic rhythmic cell of the music genre
to be studied. Polyrhythmic concept.
Meter -

Complex meters (5/8, 7/8, 5/4).

Tempo - Maestoso, Marcia, Rubato.
Sight reading - Sight read music literature one level below perf. level.

III. Repertoire.
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Balance - Same as Performance 1, 2 and 3.
Form - Sonata form (complex concept within a multi-movement work).
Memorization - Solo and ensemble repertoire.
Improvisation - Improvisation over a blues progression.
Interpretation - Same as Performance 1, 2 and 3.
Performance indications for suggested repertoire - Revise the practice
exercises for this level and observe the articulations, dynamics, tempo and
especially bowing markings (some publishers provide the suggested fingering).
IV. Instrument Care.
Adjustment and Tuning - Students will tune their instruments.
Maintenance, Cleanliness - Same as Performance 1, 2 and 3.
Strings - Performance IV - Semester 2
I. Tone Production.
Posture, Dynamics - Same as Performance 1,2 and 3.
Intonation - Sing and play in tune alone and with the ensemble.
Bow Control - Continue intensity practice on all strings.
Left Hand Position - The students will demonstrate a controlled vibrato.
II. Technique.
Articulation - Demonstrate rapid string crossings with separate bows and
slurs. Demonstrate knowledge of harmonics and triple stops.
Finger Patterns - Sevcik combinations of semitones.
Positions - Vl. and viola: sixth, seventh; cello and bass: fifth and higher.
Scales and Arpeggios - Violin: D, A, G, C, F, Bb, Eb, Ab, E, Major and
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parallel minors: b, f#, e, a, d, g, c, f and c# natural minor; viola: G, D, C, F, Bb, Eb,
A, E, Ab Major and parallel minors: e, b, a, d, g, c, f#, c# and f natural minor;
cello: G, D, F, C, Bb, Eb, A, E, Ab Major and parallel minors: e, b, d, a, g, c, f#,
c# and f natural minor; bass: D, G, F, C, Bb, A, Eb, E, Ab Major and parallel
minor: b, e, d, a, g, f#, c# and f natural minor. Continuation of pentatonic, whole
tone, diminished and blues scales. Brief introduction to non western melodic
patterns (maqam, ragas, slendro, pelog ect.).
Rhythmic patterns - According to the basic rhythmic cell of the music genre
to be studied. Continuation of polyrhythmic exercises.
Meter -

Complex meters (5/8, 7/8, 5/4).

Tempo - Morendo, stringendo, tranquillo.
Sight reading - Sight read literature one level below performance level.
III. Repertoire.
Balance - Same as Performance 1, 2 and 3.
Form - Free style form and non western structures.
Memorization - Continue memorizing the solo and ensemble repertoires.
Improvisation - Improvisation over musical piece’s harmonic structure.
Interpretation - Same as Performance 1, 2 and 3.
Performance indications for suggested repertoire - Revise the practice
exercises for this level and observe the articulations, dynamics, tempo and
especially bowing markings (some publishers provide the suggested fingering).
IV. Instrument Care.
Adjustment and Tuning - Students will tune their instruments.
Maintenance and Cleanliness- Same as Performance 1, 2 and 3.
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Percussion - Performance I - Semester 1
I. Tone Production.
Posture - Demonstrate proper playing position while standing with special
attention given to right and left hand positions for snare drum, bass drum, crash
cymbal, suspended cymbal and keyboard instruments.
Intonation - Demonstrate pitch variation through changing head tension,
stick or mallet placement and selection of stick and/or mallet.
Dynamics - Loud and soft playing (conducted). Use varied stick height on
the snare drum. Use different mallets for the keyboard instruments.
II. Technique
Grips - Matched grips on the snare drum and keyboard instruments.
Rudiments (snare drum) - Perform long roll with single and double bounce
strokes with alternating wrist movement in quarter notes and eight notes; five
stroke roll, nine stroke roll and single paradiddle (quarter notes = 80).
Scales and Arpeggios (keyboard instruments) - C, G and D Major (using
whole note rolls on each step of the scales).
Rhythmic patterns - Whole, half, quarter and eight notes/rests presented in
individual group notes and combined. Practice of exercises that will use the basic
rhythmic cell of the music genre to be studied. The students will begin to practice
specific beat patterns in order to accompany the rest of the ensemble with the
exercises and certain types of music from the repertoire.
Meter - 4/4 - 3/4 (conducted).
Tempo - Adagio / slow tempo (conducted).
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III. Repertoire.
Balance - Demonstrate proper performance of instrumentation balance
(strong tone of brass instruments against strings timbre, or the medium level sound
of woodwinds against the resonance of percussive instruments).
Form - Canonic forms (rounds).
Memorization - Play simple melodic lines (keyboard instruments) and basic
rudiments by memory.
Improvisation - Not expected at this level.
Interpretation - Students will follow the teacher’s conducting interpretation
of the music (dynamics and tempo).
Performance indications for suggested repertoire - Revise the practice
exercises for the melodic instruments and the accompaniment patterns for the
rhythm section. Observe the publisher’s notes for percussion effects and
alternative percussive sounds. Note that the arrangement for Region II (El Tango)
the castanets in can be played with the woodblock.
IV. Instrument Care.
Assembly - Students will assembly instruments as instructed.
Maintenance - Students adjust and store instruments as directed.
Cleanliness - Students will clean drum head and shell as directed.
Percussion- Performance I - Semester 2
I. Tone Production.
Posture - Demonstrate proper playing position while standing with special
attention given to right and left hand positions for snare drum, bass
drum, crash cymbal, suspended cymbal and keyboard instruments.
Intonation - Demonstrate pitch variation through changing head tension,
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stick or mallet placement and selection of stick and/or mallet.
Dynamics - Piano, mezzo piano, mezzo forte, forte. Demonstrate crescendo
and diminuendo on snare drum and keyboard instruments.
II. Technique.
Grips - Matched grips on the snare drum and keyboard instruments.
Rudiments (snare drum) - Perform long roll with single, double and multiple
bounce strokes with alternating wrist movement in quarter notes and eight notes
(mm: quarter notes = 80); five stroke roll, nine stroke roll, single paradiddle, flam
and ruff (half drag). Demonstrate proper performance technique for crash cymbal,
suspended cymbal, and bass drum. Start learning the basic strokes on some ethnic
percussive instruments.
Scales and Arpeggios (keyboard instruments) - C, G, D and and parallel
minors: a, e and b natural minor (whole note rolls on each step of the scales).
Rhythmic patterns - Whole, half, quarter and eight notes/rests presented in
individual group notes and combined, according to the basic rhythmic cell of the
music genre to be studied. Students will continue to practice specific beat patterns
in order to accompany the rest of the ensemble with the exercises and certain types
of music from the repertoire.
Meter - 4/4 - 3/4 and 2/4 (conducted).
Tempo - Andante, moderato / medium tempo (conducted).
III. Repertoire.
Balance - Melody and accompaniment balance.
Form - ABA and strophic forms (at a very simple level).
Memorization - Play simple melodic lines (keyboard instruments) and basic
rudiments by memory.
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Improvisation - Not expected at this level.
Interpretation - Students will follow the teacher’s conducting interpretation
of the music (dynamics and tempo).
Performance indications for suggested repertoire - Revise the practice
exercises for the melodic instruments and the accompaniment for the rhythm
section. Note that at least three percussionists are needed to play the arrangement
for Region VI (Arirang); also the Middle East Medley has a dumbek (globet
shaped drum) and a riqq (tambourine) which are notated with a stem down note for
the low sound and a stem up note for the high sound.
IV. Instrument Care.
Assembly - Students will assembly instruments as instructed.
Maintenance - Students adjust and store instruments as directed.
Cleanliness - Students will clean drum head and shell as directed.
Percussion - Performance II - Semester 1
I. Tone Production.
Posture - Demonstrate proper playing position while standing with special
attention given to right and left hand positions for snare drum, bass
drum, crash cymbal, suspended cymbal, keyboard instruments and timpani.
Intonation - The students will tune the timpani to its lowest given pitch
(using tuning knobs).
Dynamics - Demonstrate the concepts of crescendo and diminuendo on
snare drum, keyboard instruments and timpani from pianissimo to fortissimo
(conducted).
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II. Technique.
Grips - Demonstrate match grips on the snare drum and keyboard
instruments; matched and French grip for the timpani.
Rudiments (snare drum) - Perform long roll with single, double and multiple
bounce strokes with alternating wrist movement in quarter notes
and eight notes (mm: quarter notes = 80); five stroke roll, nine stroke roll, single
paradiddle, flam, ruff (half drag), 13, and 17 stroke roll.
Scales and Arpeggios (keyboard instruments) - C, G, A, E, F, Bb, Eb, Ab,
and B major / two octaves (alternating mallets one octave in quarter and eight
notes).
Rhythmic patterns - Eight notes triplets. Students will continue to practice
specific beat patterns in order to accompany the rest of the ensemble with the
exercises and certain type music from the repertoire.
Meter - 3/8 and 6/8 (conducted).
Tempo - Allegro / fast tempo (conducted).
Sight reading - Sight read music one level below performance level.
III. Repertoire.
Balance - Demonstrate the difference between homophonic and polyphonic
texture with the curriculum repertoire.
Form - Rondo form.
Memorization - Perform a segment of a solo section or duet by memory.
Improvisation - Not expected at this level.
Interpretation - Continue as Performance 1.
Performance indications for suggested repertoire - Revise the practice
exercises for the melodic instruments and the accompaniment for the rhythm
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section. Note that the piece in Region II (Mexican Hat Dance) could use a ride
cymbal instead of the triangle, also the piece in Region I (Take Me Home Country
Roads) could use a woodblock (low and high pitch) instead of the snare and bass
drum. This application can give the sense of motion/traveling effect for this piece.
IV. Instrument Care.
Assembly - Students will assembly instruments as instructed.
Maintenance - Students adjust and store instruments as directed.
Cleanliness - Students will clean drum head and shell as directed.
Percussion - Performance II - Semester 2
I. Tone Production.
Posture - Demonstrate proper playing position while standing with special
attention given to right and left hand positions for snare drum, bass drum, crash
cymbal, suspended cymbal, keyboard instruments and timpani.
Intonation - Tune timpani to a given pitch (using pedal or hand crank).
Dynamics - Increase the volume of the music gradually from pianissimo to
fortissimo (snare drum, keyboard instruments and timpani).
II. Technique.
Grips - Demonstrate matched grips on the snare drum and keyboard
instruments; matched and French grip for the timpani.
Rudiments (snare drum) - Perform long roll with single, double and multiple
bounce strokes with alternating wrist movement in quarter notes, eight notes and
sixteenth notes (mm: quarter notes = 80); 5 and 7 stroke rolls in 6/8 time (wrists at
speed of sixteenth notes); two forms of 7 stroke roll in simple
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meter: beginning on upbeat with wrists moving in sixteenth note triplet and
beginning on second quarter of beat with wrists moving in sixteenth notes
(syncopated 7 stroke). Demonstrate proper performance techniques for timbales,
congas and bongos.
Scales and Arpeggios (keyboard instruments) - Major scales (two
octaves), a, d, g, c, and f minor scales and concept of parallel minor (one
octave).
Rhythmic patterns - 16th notes, dotted eight and more complex syncopation.
According to the basic rhythmic cell of the music genre to be
studied.
Meter - 2/2, cut time (conducted).
Tempo - Ritardando and accelerando techniques (conducted).
Sight reading - Sight read literature one level below.
III. Repertoire.
Balance - Demonstrate with the curriculum repertoire how to blend
melodic and harmonic parts and how to support the instruments timbre with the use
of dynamics.
Form - Demonstrate the ability to recognize call and response forms.
Memorization - Part of the solo or ensemble repertoire.
Improvisation - Improvisation of a theme over a tonic chord vamp (pitched
and

non-pitched instruments).
Interpretation - Students will follow the conductor’s interpretations and will

make personal suggestions for interpretation.
Performance indications for suggested repertoire - Note that the piece in
Region VI (Legong) uses four drums or timpani at four different tunings (A, C, E,
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G). Indicate to the students in the Middle East Medley to improvise on dumbek
while riqq keeps the rhythmic pattern and vice versa.
Instrument Care
Assembly - Maintenance - Cleanliness - Same as Performance 1.
Percussion - Performance III - Semester 1
I. Tone Production
Posture - Demonstrate proper playing position while standing with special
attention given to right and left hand positions for snare drum, bass drum, cymbals,
keyboard instruments and timpani.
Intonation - The students will tune low timpani to intervals of P4 and P5
from one given pitch.
Dynamics - Subito from piano to forte (and viceversa).
II. Technique
Grips - Demonstrate matched grips on the snare drum and keyboard
instruments; matched and French grip for the timpani.
Rudiments (snare drum) - Perform long roll open -to -close -to -open (mm:
quarter notes = 80 or dotted quarter note = 60); 5, 7, 9, 11, 13, and 17 rolls in
addition to double paradiddle, single drag, and single ratamacue.
Scales and Arpeggios (keyboard instruments) - All major scales (two
octaves). a, d, g, c, and f minor scales and concept of parallel minor (one octave).
Rhythmic patterns - 16th notes, dotted eight and more complex syncopation.
According to the basic cell of the music genre to be studied.
Meter - 2/2, cut time (conducted).
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Tempo - Change of tempo using tempo markings from Largo to Presto.
Sight reading - Sight read music at one level below performance level.
III. Repertoire
Balance - Same as Performance 1 and 2.
Form - Popular forms: eg. Intro., verse, refrain, verse, chorus, instrumental
section, chorus, closing section.
Memorization - Solo and ensemble repertoire.
Improvisation - Improvisation of a theme over a one chord vamp (utilize
major, minor and dominant qualities).
Interpretation - Students will follow the conductor’s interpretations and will
make personal suggestions for interpretation.
IV. Instrument Care
Assembly, Maintenance,Cleanliness - Same as Performance 1 and 2.
Performance indications for suggested repertoire - Note that a woodblock
can double the snare drum pattern in Region I (Take Me Home Country Road) and
the bossa-nova pattern presented in the practice exercises can be used instead of
the percussion parts of Tico-Tico.
Percussion - Performance III - Semester 2
I. Tone Production
Posture - Demonstrate proper playing position while standing with special
attention given to right and left hand positions for snare drum, bass

drum, crash

cymbal, suspended cymbal, keyboard instruments and timpani.
Intonation - The students will tune two timpani from any given pitch (using
pedal or hand crank) to intervals of P4, P5, M3 and M6.
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Dynamics - Forzando and sforzando / accent and emphasis markings (snare
drum, keyboard instruments and timpani).
II. Technique
Grips - Demonstrate matched grips on the snare drum and keyboard
instruments; matched and French grip for the timpani.
Rudiments (snare drum) - Perform long roll open -to -close -to -open (mm:
quarter notes = 80 or dotted quarter note = 60); 5, 7, 9, 11, 13, and 17 rolls in
addition to double paradiddle, single drag, single ratamacue, lesson 25, drag
paradiddle no. 1. Demonstrate proper performance techniques for congas, djembe,
and talking drum.
Scales and Arpeggios (keyboard instruments) - All major and minor scales
(except F# and C#). Seven major and minor modes.
Rhythmic patterns - Rhythmic shorthand and extended rest marking.
According to the basic rhythmic cell of the music genre to be studied.
Meter -

Compound (3/8, 6/8, 9/8, 12/8); duple (4/4, 2/4, 2/2); triple

meters (3/4, 3/2); compound duple (6/8); and compound triple meter (9/8).
Tempo - Change of tempo using all the tempo markings (conducted).
Sight reading - Sight read literature one level below performance level.
III. Repertoire
Balance - Same as Performance 1 and 2.
Form - Recognize single and compound forms.
Memorization - Solo and ensemble repertoire.
Improvisation - Improvisation of a theme over a two chord progression.
Interpretation - Same as Performance 1 and 2.
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Performance indications for suggested repertoire -Revise the practice
exercises for the melodic instruments and the accompaniment for the rhythm
section. Note that the piece in Region VI (Japanese Cradle Song) uses a very light
percussion and the pulse of the Middle East section should be steady and firm.
IV. Instrument Care
Assembly - Maintenance - Cleanliness - Same as Performance 1 and 2
.
Percussion - Performance IV - Semester 1
I. Tone Production
Posture - Demonstrate proper playing position while standing with special
attention given to right and left hand positions for snare drum, bass drum, crash
cymbal, suspended cymbal, keyboard instruments and timpani.
Intonation - Tuning two timpani to any major or minor interval.
Dynamics - Same as Performance 1, 2 and 3.
II. Technique
Grips - Demonstrate matched grips on the snare drum and keyboard
instruments; matched and French grip for the timpani.
Rudiments (snare drum) - Students will play any length roll in concert
(closed) or rudimental (open) style (mm: quarter notes = 80 or dotted quarter note
= 60); 5, 7, 9, 11, 13, and 17 stroke rolls in addition to double paradiddle,
drag, single ratamacue, lesson 25, drag paradiddle no. 1, flam tap,

single

flam accent

no.1, flam accent no.2.
Scales and Arpeggios (keyboard instruments) - Pentatonic, whole tone,
diminished and blue scale.
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Rhythmic patterns - According to the basic rhythmic cell of the music genre
to be studied. Polyrhythmic concept. 32 notes could be introduced.
Meter -

Complex meters (5/8, 7/8, 5/4).

Tempo - Maestoso, Marcia, Rubato.
Sight reading - Sight read literature one level below performance level.
III. Repertoire
Balance - Same as Performance 1, 2 and 3.
Form - Sonata form (complex concept within a multi-movement work).
Memorization - Solo and ensemble repertoire.
Improvisation - Improvisation over a blues progression.
Interpretation - Same as Performance 1, 2 and 3.
Performance indications for suggested repertoire - Note that the piece in
Region II uses the Latin rhythmic patterns used in the practice exercises. The Polka
in Region III uses rim shots and low tom-toms for the effects of thunders
throughout the piece.
IV. Instrument Care
Assembly, Cleanliness - Same as Performance 1, 2 and 3.
Maintenance - Same as Performance 1, 2 and 3. Demonstrate awareness of
accessories and brand quality.
Percussion Performance IV - Semester 2
I. Tone Production
Posture - Demonstrate proper playing position while standing with special
attention given to right and left hand positions for snare drum, bass
drum, crash cymbal, suspended cymbal, keyboard instruments and timpani.
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Intonation - The student will tune one timpani to any major or minor
interval from one given pitch using glissando technique.
Dynamics - Perform any type of articulated passage.
II. Technique
Grips - Demonstrate matched grips on the snare drum and keyboard
instruments; matched and French grip for the timpani.
Rudiments (snare drum) - Students will play any length roll in concert
(closed) or rudimental (open) style (mm: quarter notes = 100 or dotted quarter
note = 69)[e.g. 30 second long-roll open-closed-open / varying speed slowfast-slow); 5, 7, 9, 11, 13, and 17 rolls in addition to double paradiddle, single
drag, single ratamacue, lesson 25, drag paradiddle no. 1, flam tap, flam accent
no.1, flam accent no.2, flamacue and flam paradiddle. Demonstrate proper
performance techniques for various ethnic percussive instruments.
Scales and Arpeggios (keyboard instruments) - Continuation of pentatonic,
whole tone, diminished and blues scales. Brief introduction to non-western
melodic patterns (maqam, ragas, slendro, pelog ect.).
Rhythmic patterns - According to the basic rhythmic cell of the music genre
to be studied. Continuation of polyrhythmic exercises.
Meter -

Complex meters (5/8, 7/8, 5/4).

Tempo - Morendo, stringendo, tranquillo.
Sight reading - Sight read literature one level below performance level.
III. Repertoire
Balance - Same as Performance 1, 2 and 3.
Form - Free style form and non western structures.
Memorization - Solo and ensemble repertoire.
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Improvisation - Improvisation as part of a musical piece.
Interpretation - Same as Performance 1, 2 and 3.
Performance indications for suggested repertoire - Revise the practice
exercises for the melodic instruments and the accompaniment for the rhythm
section. Note that the piece in Region V (Overture on Jewish Themes) can use a
piano instead of a harp (cross hand for the arpeggios) and the Chinese Folk
Rhapsody uses the timpani in melodic patterns (if timpani is not available tomtoms tuned in fifths and bells can be used).
IV. Instrument Care
Assembly - Same as Performance 1, 2 and 3.
Maintenance - Students will replace drums’ head and screws.
Cleanliness - Same as Performance 1, 2 and 3.
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Section IV - Resources and Support Information for the Music Educator
This component provides the opportunity to share the instructional process
with parents, faculty and administrators. The Arts Awareness component will help
students to achieve a proficient or advanced level in Content Standards 6-7-8 of the
National Standards for Music Education and also a proficient or distinguished level
in the Arts Standard Two & Three of the New York State Learning Standards for
the Arts. The Arts Awareness component is structured to meet during the after
school schedule twice per year (once every semester) during the first year and at
the end of the term during the subsequent years of instruction.
Objectives
After completing the four levels of achievement (basic, competent,
proficient, and distinguished) students, parents and faculty will be able to:
- identify appropriate strategies to practice at home
- search for music activities in the internet, magazines and
newspapers
- identify music careers and their benefits
- identify legal aspects of music
- develop aesthetic understanding and sensitivity as a result of an
active

participation in the arts
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I. Home Practice Techniques
The first session during the first year should be presented as a student and
parents’ demonstration in which they will learn the following aspects:
1. Practice Techniques - How to implement & supervise the study of tone,
technique, repertoire, and how to make better use of the practice time.
a. Instrument Care - student will keep the proper maintenance of
the instrument at home (oil valves; change reeds; release tension for
percussion instruments; adjust, change strings as necessary): 5 minutes.
b. Intonation with dynamics and posture - (using the support of a
reliable sound source - sound recording, electric metronome, piano,
tuning fork, tuners, ect.): 5 minutes.
c. Technique - scales, arpeggios, other exercises with different
rhythmic patterns, and sight reading (given material): 10 minutes.
d. Repertoire - memorization, improvisation & interpretation: 15 min.
Suggestions for session activities: Ask the participants to present a practice
demonstration and indicate to parents how they can recognize the accurateness of
the playing (with the use of sound recordings provided by the teacher) and the
supervision of the practice time (with the use of timer).
2. Field Trip - Symphonic orchestra rehearsal (interaction with musicians).
II. Music Resources
The second session during the first year should be presented as a school
community demonstration (students, parents, teachers, administrators and
community members) in which the participants will learn the following aspects:
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1. Music Resources & Activities - How to search for music activities and
resources in the internet (magazines and newspapers are also suggested)
Suggestions:
a. select a search engine (yahoo, altavista, excite, etc.)
b.enter keywords by subject area (concert, musicals, support
organization, ect.)
c. search the performance activity by artists, date, or location;
music

resources can be searched by services or major areas of work.

2. List of major websites and/or telephone numbers for resources & support
organizations:
fundraising support - The Foundation Center (212)620-4230,
www.fdncenter.org
funding support - National Endowments for the Arts
(202)687-5400,
http://arts.endow.gov
New York State Council on the Arts
(212)387-7000, www.artswire.org/~nysca
New York Foundation for the Arts
(212)366-6900,
www.artswire.org/nyfa/nyfa.html
music ed. support - American Council for the Arts (212)223-2787,
www.artsusa.org
American Music Center (212)366-5260,
www.amc.net
Music Educators National Conference
(800)336 -3768, www.menc.org
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National Task Force on Folk Arts in Ed.
(703)836-4820
Society for Ethnomusicology (812)855-6672
www.indiana.edu/~ethmusic
National Association of School Music Dealers
www.nasmd.com
National Association of Music Merchants
www.namm.com
New York Alliance for Arts Education
(212)947-6340
New York State Education Department
(518)474-5932, www.nysed.gov/home.html
New York State School Music Association
(315)635-1620,
www.fredonia.edu/nyssma/nyssma
President’s Committee on the Arts and
Humanities, www/pcah.gov
Supplies,

World Music Institute (212)545-7536,

teaching materials, www.heartheworld.org
instruments,

World Music Store (800)283-4655,

performance

www.worldmusicstore.com

literature,

West Music Company (800)397-9378,

& music tech.

www.westmusic.com
Jazz Aids (800)456-1388,www.jazzbooks.com
The Woodwind and Brasswind
(800)348-5003, www.wwandbw.com
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Latin Percussion, Inc. (800)526-5312,
www.ltmusic.com
Southwest Strings (800)528-3430,
www.swstrings.com
Pepper Music Network - performance
literature (800)345-6296, jwpepper.com
Coda Music Technology - notation software
(800)937-9760, www.codamusic.com
Mark of the Unicorn - music soft wares
(617)576-2760, www.motu.com
emusic.com - midi sequences, recorded music
and MP3’s downloads
http://bsuvc.bsu.edu/home/wbauer
`

www.geocities.com
www.teach-music.virtualave.net
www.teachnet.org
www.artsinfo.com
www.isd77.k12.mn.us/resources
www.mudcat.org
www.musicanet.org

Suggestions for session activities: Ask the participants to search for possible
music community activities in the internet for the next field trip and for
organizations that may support the school music program.
3. Field Trip - Concert presentation at a major symphony hall.
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III. Legal Aspects of Music
The second year session should be presented as a school community
demonstration in which the participants will learn the following aspects:
1. The Copyright law & Section 107 - This law provides the copyright owner
the “right” to reproduce, arrange, distribute (for sales or rental purposes) and
perform the copyrighted work. In addition, this law protects the copyrighted work
from being used without the owner’s permission or without buying the rights to
utilize this material. Nevertheless, the law has some exemptions for this rule. One
of them is called “Section 107 H.R. 2223,” which provides educators the privilege
of “fair use” of copyrighted works under certain circumstances. Some use of
copyrighted material for teachers are as follows:
a. Emergency copying to replace purchased copies which for any
reason are not available for an imminent performance provided
purchased replacement copies shall be substituted in due course.
b. For academic purpose other than performance, multiple copies
of excerpts of works may be made, provided that the excerpts do not
comprise a part of the whole, which would constitute a performable unit
such as a section, movement or aria, but in no case more than ten
percent of the whole work. The number of copies shall not exceed one
copy per pupil.
c. Printed copies which have been purchased may be edited or
simplified provided that the fundamental character of the work is not
distorted or the lyrics altered or lyrics added if none exist.
d. A single copy of recordings of performances by students may be
made for evaluation or rehearsal purposes and may be retained by the
educational institution or individual teacher.
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e. A single copy of a sound recording (such a a tape, disc, or
cassette) of copyrighted music may be made from a sound recording
owned by an educational institution or an individual teacher. ( This
pertains only to the copyright of the music itself and not any copyright
which may exist in the sound recording.)
2. Composer and publisher’s royalties - Royalties are monies paid to the
copyright owner by record companies, film & television productions, advertising
agencies, radio & television stations, performance production agencies, theater
companies and print publishers. In the case of a partnership of a composer and a
publisher, the composer transfer all his/her rights of the musical work to the
publisher in exchange for monetary advance, a guarantee that the publisher will
make a best effort to sell the work, and a share of approximately 50% of all
royalties. In addition to the collaboration of the publisher and the composer, there
are other organizations that may participate in the collecting and distribution of
music material. They are identified as licensing and/or collection agencies such as
the Harry Fox Agency (HFA). This agency work for the publishers and
composers for a standard fee of usually 5% of all royalties collected. In addition to
the HFA there are other collecting organizations identified as performing rights
societies such as the American Society of Composers, Authors and Publishers
(ASCAP); Broadcast Music, Inc. (BMI); and the Society of European Stage
Authors and Composers (SESAC). These societies acquires monies to pay
copyright owners bylicensing (issuing a license and charging a fee to) “users”
(radio, T.V. and other entertaining venues) of music for public performance. There
are different categories of royalties. One of these categories includes the
mechanical royalties. These royalties are issued for sound recording transactions
and paid by the record companies and usually collected by the HFA . Another type
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of royalties are the synchronization royalties for the use of a musical work in
synchronization with visual images on the screen, these royalties are paid by film
or television production companies and are also collected by the HFA. Commercial
royalties are another type which are issued for the use of music in commercial
advertisements. These royalties are paid by advertising agencies and collected by
the HFA. In addition to the aforementioned royalties, one of the most important
type of royalties is the one for performance. These royalties are issued for playing
musical works in radio, television, concerts, clubs and other entertaining venues.
These particular royalties are paid by the broadcasting company or the
performance production organization and are collected by ASCAP, BMI, or
SESAC. The royalties from foreign sources is another category. These royalties are
issued for the performance of the musical work in foreign countries. These
royalties are usually paid by the foreign performing rights society to a subpublisher in that particular country which in turns pays the composer and/or the
publisher in the United States. The last type of royalties to be discussed are the
print royalties. These royalties involved all sources of printed editions of the
musical work. They are paid by a print publisher (a publisher dedicated mainly to
print music) and usually pay the composer less money than any other royalty (e.g. print publisher 65% of whole sale price, publisher 25% and the composer 10%).
3. Penalties for infringement of the copyright law - A person found making
illegal copies or otherwise infringing the the copyright law could face “statutory
damage” with fines up to $500 or up to $20,000 if the court decides that the
infringement to be “willful.” Furthermore, if the court decides that the
infringement is willful and for commercial gain, the penalty could be raised up to
$100,000 and up to two years’ imprisonment. Every time that a person makes
illegal copies of written music or sound recordings, not only that person is
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breaking the law but also cutting the percentage or salaries of all the organizations
and individuals involved in the creation and distribution of the musical work. The
National Music Publishers Association has available, at no cost, a pamphlet for
teachers entitled “The United States Copyright Law: A

Guide for Music

Educators.”
Resources - ASCAP (212)595-3050, www.ascap.com
BMI (212)586-2000, www.bmi.com
SESAC (212)586-3450, www.sesac.com
The Harry Fox Agency (212)370-5330, www.harryfox.com
Music Publishers’ Ass. (212)327-4044, www.mpa.org
Suggestions for session activities: Ask the participants to describe situations
that may violate the copyright law and how they may request a performance or a
mechanical license for a musical work that is intended to be performed and
recorded. Explain that the law permits the use of works that are in public domain
for these purposes, such as the Middle Eastern songs used in this dissertation.
4. Field Trip - Professional recording session
IV. Aesthetics in Music Education
The third year session should be presented to the school community as a
lecture/demonstration in which the participants will learn the following aspects:
1.Aesthetic Concept - A basic definition of aesthetics can be stated as the
study and appreciation of beauty and humanness. Nevertheless, there are
several aspects that can help to understand the overall definition of this term and its
basic teaching applications. Some of these aspects can be referred as the
characteristics of an aesthetic experience; aesthetic theories for valuing music; and
the teaching applications of these concepts. The characteristics of an aesthetic
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experience can be numbered in seven major aspects: (1) an aesthetic experience
has no practical or utilitarian purpose, (2) involves feelings, (3) involves the
intellect, (4) involves a focus of attention, (5) must be experienced, (6) the result of
aesthetic experiences is a richer and more meaningful life. In addition, there are
different aesthetic theories for valuing music that can help in the understanding of
aesthetic concepts. One of them is Referentialism, which values the music
according to the ideas, attitudes, or events that the music refers in the outside world
of the musical work (the historical component of this curriculum suggest the
application of this theory in its implementation). Another aesthetic theory presents
the aspect of Formalism as the major point of discussion. This theory values music
for its formal properties of the musical work and any reference to the world outside
the work is irrelevant to the musical meaning (this aesthetic point of view is
suggested for the theory section of these materials). Expressionism is the last
theory to be discussed. This theory values the music according to the intrinsic
aspects of the work and the influence of feelings or emotions in the appreciation of
the musical work (this aspect is suggested in several sections of the curriculum).
The

educator should be aware that these theories present different points of view

which can be combined or used separately according to the listening situation. The
following are some suggestions for presenting aesthetic issues in the performance
class:
a. point the qualitative features of the music to be studied
b. make the students aware of the musical qualities of the work
since early stages of instruction
c. reference material for the music to be studied should be related
to the musical sounds as much as possible (intrinsic aspects of the style,
characteristics of functional music, etc.)
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d. use of objective terms in order to identify qualities of music
(nasal sounds to identify the timbre of certain woodwinds, thick texture for
harmonies, or slow and soft characteristics for certain melodies).
Nevertheless, adequate use of emotions, moods or feelings in relation to
the intrinsic aspects of the music to be studied can be applied with the
use of critical thinking and supported by the standardized use of music in
our society and other cultures (e.g.- the use of the term “romantic” to
identify slow and soft melodies can be also supported by the use of
these musical qualities in our society and other cultures in order to
project this type of mood or feeling based on the similar characteristics of
the melody and the occasion). Moreover, the relationship of intrinsic
musical aspects with the function of music in society, automatically
connects moods, emotions or feelings because these are connected with
the functionality of music (e.g. music for a wedding usually portraits
happy and joyful emotions, on the contrary the music for a funeral
portraits sadness and sorrowful feelings). The music educators should be
aware that the focus for aesthetic perception should be on the musical
qualities of a work not on the personal reactions promoted by these
qualities, but if these reactions are discussed as a result of the musical
relationship, critical thinking should be applied to explain the association.
Suggestions for session activities: Play some musical examples and ask the
participants to identify with the work from a referential, formalist or expressionist
point of view.
Field Trip - Television studio or theater presentation.
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V. Careers in Music
The fourth year session should be presented as a Music Career Fair in which
students, parents, teachers and administrators will meet professionals representing
the different related career fields in the area of music. An exposure to the job
opportunities in the music field including its advantages /disadvantages, salary
scales and benefits. Professionals in the field of music will present important
aspects of the different career fields:
1. Careers in Performance

2. Careers in the Recording Industry

a. Symphony orchestras

a. Sound recording engineer

b. Broadway shows

b. Recording technician

c. Folk & popular music

c. Editing technician

(TV, films, clubs)

d. Studio musician

d. Community bands and orchestras

e. Producer and A&R

3. Careers in Education

4. Careers in Music Writing

a. Teaching (K to 12,

a. Composing

college level, community

b. Arranging

music schools, private teaching)

c. Copying

b. Administration, curriculum
& professional development
5. Careers in Sales, Marketing & Allied Fields
a. Retailing

g. Music therapy

b. Distributing

h. Music agent

c. Manufacturing

i. Music communications

d. Music publishing

j. Music for worship

e. Public relations

k. Instrument repairs

f. Music presenter

l. Music lawyer
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Suggestions for session activities: Ask the participants in a special session
after the fair presentation to identify the jobs and careers opportunities that are
more attracted to them and the reasons for their selection. Provide additional
information if it is requested by the participants.
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Section V - Curriculum Repertoire, Exercises, and Rhythmic Patterns
Repertoire
The repertoire for this curriculum was a combination of compiled orchestral
arrangements and commissioned works from different arrangers and composer
from a variety of cultures. The commissioned works are classified as TBA (to be
arranged - contracts have to be prepared between the arranger/composer and the
Multicultural Music Group - MMG, the company commissioning these works). For
obtaining copies of these works and the curriculum or to commission any world
music arrangement, please contact the MMG at (718)884-5495 / or the company
webpage at multicultural music.com. You may also contact the publishers or
distributors for copies of each particular arrangement at the following numbers:
Warner Brothers - (800) 327-7643 x 1637
World Music Press - (203)748-1131
Kjos - (800)797-5567
Wynn - (800)548-0917
Shawnee Press - (570)476-5247
Southern Music - (800)284-5443
Carlin Music - (559)683-7613
Alfred - (800)292 - 6122
Kalmus - (561)241-6340
Hal Leonard - (800)637-2852
JW Pepper Music Network - (800)345-6296
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Curriculum Repertoire
Title

Comp/Arr

Publisher

Level

Gershwin

Warner

Basic

Region I - United States
Rhapsody in Blue

Take Me Home Country Roads Denver

Warner

Competent

Duke Ellington

Custer

Warner

Proficient

Blues Medley

Baxless/Mojica

Multicultural

Advanced

El Tango

Elliot

Wynn

Mexican Hat Dance

Columna

Multicultural

Tico-Tico

Abreu/Gold

Warner

Proficient

Caribbean Suite

Santos/Mojica

Multicultural

Advanced

Minuet in G

Handel

Carlin

Waltz of the Flowers

Tchaikovsky

Carlin

Yorkshire Ballad

Barnes

Southern

Thunder and Lightning Polka

Strauss

Wynn

Region II - Latin America
Basic
Competent

Region III - Europe
Basic
Competent
Proficient
Advanced

Region IV - Africa
Mbube

Linda /Cerulli / Mojica Warner

Basic

(The Lion Sleeps Tonight)
Cono

Keita/Columna

Kilimanjaro

Washburn/Columna Multicultural

African Suite

Coleridge

Multicultural
Kalmus

Competent
Proficient
Advanced
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Region V - Middle East
Middle East Medley

Tannous

Multicultural

Basic

Middle East Medley

Tannous

Multicultural

Competent

Middle East Medley

Tannous

Multicultural

Proficient

Overture on Jewish Themes

Gearhart

Shawnee

Advanced

Arirang

Bauernschmidt

Shawnee

Basic

Japanese Cradle Song

Puerner/Mojica

Multicultural

Competent

Legong

Simons

Multicultural

Proficient

Multicultural

Advanced

Region VI - Asia

Yao National Minority Dance Wong
(Chinese Folk Rhapsody)
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Practice Exercises
The practice exercises will use rhythmic and melodic cells from the
repertoire for preparatory drills which will be used during the warm up period of
the rehearsal. Each cell reflects authentic aspects of the intended musical genre.
These exercises will help the students to become familiar with the repertoire during
the warm up structure of the lesson. Each exercises is expected to be played within
the chromatic scale structure, a strategy that follows the Carmine’s Caruso’s
methodology - “the six magic notes.” This methodology consist on the division of
the chromatic scale in two halves. One half going up from the tonic key to the sixth
note of the scale, and the other going down from one octave above the tonic key to
the sixth note of the scale. During the first three levels, the melodic exercises will
be written for each key, thereafter, the students will transpose the exercises to each
key. The rhythmic and harmonic patterns that are presented for the rhythm section
(percussion, bass and piano) are expected to be played with the practice exercises
(for woodwinds, brass and strings) for each level of the instructional materials.
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MIDI Sequences
The created arrangements and the compiled material are prepared for score and
parts and recorded in MIDI sequences. This feature will allow the music teacher to
practice the orchestra by sections with the accompaniment of the recorded
sequence. The instructor will have the option to mute the section of the orchestra
which is currently practicing or to play along with that recorded section.
Section VI - Assessment
Performance
Students in in the performance component should be evaluated by their
ability to play as soloists, in their section, and as members of the ensemble. The
aspects to be evaluated should include: tone, technique, repertoire and instrument
maintenance. Recordings (audio & video), private auditions and faculty jury
should be used to support the evaluation process.
Theory
A written test should be administered at the end of each semester in order to
evaluate the students’ knowledge in the following areas: basic elements, treatment
of musical elements in a variety of musics, fingering, composition, improvisation
strategies, and aesthetic perception (based on the musical qualities of a musical
work).
History
An aural test will be administered at the end of each semester in which
students will identify the musical genre, major performers & composers, and any
referential or cross - cultural aspect of the composition and its relationship with the
music. In addition, the students will be assigned a report paper for each musical
genre studied in these materials.
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Resources and Support Information for the Music Educator
Students will have a written examination at the end of each semester in
which they will demonstrate their knowledge about the music business (royalties,
copyright, etc.), career opportunities, and available resources for different types of
music. In addition, the students will explain in a short essay, the major qualities of
a musical work and why these elements are outstanding. The use of portfolio
assessment will be in effect for all the sections of the curriculum. This evaluative
strategy will allow students to gather all the materials developed during the
semester. These portfolios will help the students to have a self evaluation of their
progress, form an early stage of learning to an advanced level of understanding. In
addition, this portfolio assessment will help teachers to monitor the learning
process of their students. The materials in the portfolio can include: recordings of
performances, practice sessions, and lessons. They also can include exams, project
reports, and journals. In this last category students can create a type of log in which
they will jot down a few words, phrases, or sentences following each session,
creating a a shorthand history of their accomplishments and reactions.

